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Issues  arising from The ‘Achilleas’, The ‘Flintermar’, and  The 
‘Aconcagua’ (CSAV –v-  Hamburg) 

 
• Is it commercially reasonable that if time-charterers redeliver late, 

owners are able to recover for the loss of a following fixture?  
• Is The ‘Achilleas’ bad law? Did the law take a wrong turning in 

holding that, if a legitimate last voyage overruns, charterers are in 
breach of contract and liable for damages limited only by 
‘remoteness’?  

• Is there any single formula which will allocate responsibility for all 
claims arising from port operations?  

• How should the law tell what are owners’ functions and what are 
charterers’ functions?  

• Does the ‘rule’ that clause 8 of the NYPE allocates responsibility to 
charterers, unless the vessel ‘officiously intervenes’ or there are 
matters known only to the vessel, fit the practical realities of loading 
and stowing  cargo?  

• Is this ‘rule’ good law? Is owners’ duty to make the vessel seaworthy 
only ‘non-delegable’ or actually non-delegable?  
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Damages for late redelivery revisited:  

Is The Achilleas decision bad law?  

 

My role in this seminar is to defend the case as I believe it is good law. Broadly, I shall, first, 

deal with the issue and the case, including some important previous authorities; second, state 

the law on late redelivery and remoteness of damages, as developed; third, counter the 

criticisms of the decision, including questions of certainty in the law, pragmatism and policy.  

 

I THE ACHILLEAS DECISION AND IMPORTANT PREVIOUS AUTHORITIES 

 

1.  The issue: 

 Are damages for an overrun limited by the principle of remoteness to the difference between 

the charter rate and the market rate at the time of redelivery (if the latter is higher than the 

charter rate) over the length of the overrun period (namely, from the due redelivery to the 

actual redelivery date)? 

OR 

 Can the owner claim damages based on the loss of profit suffered on a subsequent fixture 

caused by the late redelivery?   

 

2.  No precedent:   

2.1 The authorities prior to The Achilleas [2007] EWCA Civ 901 dealt with damages on the basis 

of the first method of assessment, above. Loss of profit on a subsequent fixture was not an 

issue in the previous authorities. Therefore, as stated by the court, there had been no binding 

authority with regard to damages for loss of profit.  

 

2.2 The owners in The Achilleas did not argue that the cases so far were wrong on the principle of 

measure of damages for an overrun, but merely argued that the cases did not deal with the issue 

of loss of profit.  

 

3. Summary of the decision:   

The majority arbitrators, Christopher Clarke, J. and the Court of Appeal (Rix LJ delivering 

judgment with utmost clarity), decided that the owners can claim damages for loss of profit on 

a subsequent fixture (their actual loss) caused by the charterers’ breach to redeliver the ship on 



the final redelivery date. Such damages were not too remote on the basis of the principle in 

Hadley v Baxendale as interpreted by subsequent cases (see later ‘the modern approach’). 

 

4. The facts:  

4.1 By a charter party in the NYPE form dated 22/1/03, The Achilleas (owned by Mercator 

Shipping), was chartered for a period of about 5 to 7 months to Transfield Shipping Inc., at a 

daily rate of $13,500. By an addendum to the charter dated 12/9/03, the ship was fixed in direct 

continuation for a further period of minimum 5 months, maximum 7 months, exact period in 

charterers’ option, at a new daily rate of $16,750. The extended period began on 2/10/03 and 

the latest redelivery date became 2 May 2004 (midnight). The vessel was actually redelivered 

over 8 days late on 11 May 2004.  

 

4.2 The charterers (on 8th, 15th, 20th, and 23rd April) gave the due notices for redelivery between 30 

April and 2 May. In reaction to these notices, the owners fixed their vessel for a period charter 

of about 4 to 6 months with Cargill, at a daily rate of $39,500, which was the then market rate. 

The cancelling date was 8 May latest.  

 

4.3 In the meantime, Transfield ordered the ship to its last voyage to carry coal from Quingdao to 

Tobata and Oita, Japan; on 26 April they indicted that discharge at Oita was not expected to be 

completed until 6 or 7 May and on 30 April gave revised notice for redelivery on 8/9 May.  

 

4.4 On 5 May, the owners, (fearing redelivery would be later than the cancelling date), 

renegotiated the terms of their charter with Cargill and an extension of the cancelling date from 

8 to 11 May was agreed but the daily rate of hire was reduced to $31,500 (the then market rate) 

a drop by $8,000 per day. The vessel was redelivered on 11 May by Transfield; the Cargill 

fixture commenced immediately and lasted for 191 days 11 hours.  

 

4.5 The owners claimed damages for the loss of the original Cargill rate hire, at $8,000 per day 

over the period of the Cargill fixture, in the agreed sum of $1,364,584.37 (which was slightly 

less than the calculation on the basis of 191 days due to a credit given by the owners to 

charterers). The alternative claim was for $158,301.17 based on the market rate method of 

calculation over the overrun period.  

 



4.6 The issue was not about whether or not there was a breach of contract but about remoteness of 

damages and the method of assessment. The majority arbitrators awarded the agreed sum of 

loss of profit to the owners. The charterers applied for and got leave to appeal against the award 

of the majority arbitrators. 

 

5. First instance decision [2007] 1 Lloyd’s rep 19:  

5.1 Christopher Clarke, J. held: on the facts found by the majority arbitrators the owners’ primary 

claim was not too remote. The majority had determined that, to the knowledge of the 

charterers, it was recognised and accepted as a hazard of late redelivery that the vessel would 

miss her cancellation date for the next fixture; that that was not something that was very 

unusual but, on the contrary, the kind of result which the parties would have had in mind.  

 

5.2 That rapid variations in market rates in either direction were market knowledge; and that the 

kind of loss suffered by the owners, namely the need, on account of delay in redelivery, to 

adjust the dates for the subsequent fixture with a reduction in the previously agreed rate of hire, 

was within the contemplation of the parties as a not unlikely result of the breach.  

 

5.3 The majority arbitrators had not erred in law. There was no authority which decided that there 

could be no recovery in respect of loss of profit on a subsequent fixture either under the first 

limb of Hadley v Baxendale, or at all. In the light of the findings of the majority arbitrators, the 

owners’ loss of profit can legitimately be treated as “arising naturally i.e. according to the usual 

course of things from such breach of contract itself”.   

 

6. The Court of Appeal decision [2007] EWCA Civ 901 (transcript):  

6.1 Lord Justice Rix, having reviewed the relevant authorities, could find in none any statement of 

a relevant test, or principle, or any decision on the facts, which was inconsistent with the 

majority arbitrators’ conclusion. “The refixing of the vessel at the end of the charterers’ charter 

was not merely ‘not unlikely’, it was in truth highly probable”.  

 

6.2 The nature of the chartering market was at all times an open book to the charterers; it was their 

own business, in which they were experienced. It was of course a market which went up and 

down and could be volatile. Against that background of knowledge, which the charterers had 

always possessed, and in truth arose out of the ordinary nature of things, the charterers should 

have been cautious about the danger of late redelivery.  



 

6.3 There is no finding that their last voyage was an illegitimate one, and therefore I assume that it 

was legitimate. However, in taking the risk of a delay on a last legitimate voyage, the charterers 

were of course seeking to squeeze the last drop of profit from what, in the light of the huge 

increase in rates since the time of their addendum, was a particularly strong market. If by 

misfortune a delay on the last voyage put them into breach, they knew, or ought to have known, 

what the risks were for themselves and their owners.  

 

6.4 They may or may not have calculated that if the delay, which they had put in motion, caused 

their owners to lose their next fixture, this would happen just at a time when there was a sudden 

crack in market rates. But if they had considered that possibility, they ought to have 

appreciated that, barring any unusual features of the subsequent fixture, the risk of that loss 

should fairly fall on themselves rather than the owners. Why should it fall on the owners?”[para 

96 transcript]. 

 

7.  Important previous cases: 

7.1 The London Explorer [1972] A.C. 1: The last voyage order was legitimate. But there was an 

overrun in redelivery by 3 months due to strikes of labourers in New Orleans and Houston 

preventing completion of discharge of the cargo there. Strikes were not an exception to 

payment of hire in the c/p.  

 

7.2 Mustill QC, as he then was, argued for charterers that the c/p had come to an end on the expiry 

of the c/p term; having withheld the vessel for longer, the charterers were in breach and should 

pay in damages what the owners actually lost and not the charter hire up to the actual 

redelivery; the market rate had dropped; had the owners got the ship back they would have 

found a charter at the then market rate.  

 

7.3 Lloyd QC, as he then was, argued for the owners that they were entitled by clause 4 of the c/p 

(“hire to continue until redelivery”) to receive hire until actual redelivery and it was irrelevant 

whether or not the charterers were in breach of any provisions of the charter; the last voyage 

was not unreasonable. 

 

7.4 The owners’ contention was upheld by the Arbitrators and all the courts to the HL and on the 

facts of this case the charterers were liable to pay the charter hire whether or not there was a 



breach. The charter rate of hire was higher than the market rate. There was no finding that the 

charterers were in breach. The voyage was one on which the vessel was reasonably sent. The 

continued use of the vessel was within the owners’ concurrence. This did not involve any new 

contract but the owners treated the charterers as entitled to give orders. 

 

7.5 Lord Reid raised two important questions: first, was the last voyage legitimate? Second, if that 

was so, should unexpected delays be paid at the charter rate? In his view, unless the parties 

agree otherwise, it must be presumed (because it is business like) that the charter is intended to 

continue in operation until the end of a legitimate voyage unless one of the parties was 

responsible for the delay.  On the construction of this c/p this presumption was fortified by the 

provision of clause 4.  

 

7.6 Lord Morris (and the majority) held: the terms of cl 4 imposed an obligation on the charterer to 

pay for the use and hire of the vessel at the contractual rate until the date of her redelivery; the 

obligation existed whether or not there was a breach by c/ers in failing to redeliver when they 

should have done. With a clause similar to cl 4, a charterer would be liable to pay hire at the 

contractual rate up to the time of actual redelivery and in addition (if the current market rate is 

higher) to pay damages in respect of his failure to redeliver within a reasonable time. 

  

7.7 In The Dione [1975] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 115, Lord Justice Browne and even Lord Denning MR 

(albeit that he was inconsistent in other parts of his judgment) held in effect that whether the 

last voyage is legitimate or illegitimate, once the final terminal date has been overshot, the 

charterer will be bound to pay extra. There was no issue of a loss of a fixture in this case either.  

 

7.8 In The Peonia [1991] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 100, the period of the charter clause provided for ‘about 

minimum 10, max 12 months; exact duration in charterers’ option, with a further option to 

complete last voyage’. Had the last voyage order been performed, it would have resulted in an 

overrun of one month and 8 days. It was illegitimate. As the owners had the benefit of 

increased market rates, they requested a new order which was refused by the charterers and the 

owners accepted the refusal as repudiation of contract.  

 

7.9 Although the case involved an illegitimate last voyage order, the CA had to consider the effect 

of the option ‘to complete the last voyage’. It analyzed the authorities as to whether or not there 

was a breach of contract when, on a legitimate last voyage, there was an unexpected delay 



extending the redelivery date beyond the final charter date. The CA had an opportunity to 

interpret the meaning of what was said in The London Explorer. Preferring Lord Morris’ view, 

it held that there is a breach when a legitimate last voyage overruns and the option is relevant 

only to a legitimate last voyage. Until this case, it had been thought, in view of Lord Reid’s 

view above, that there was no breach for an overrun when the last voyage order was legitimate.  

 

7.10 The Gregos [1995] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 1 HL, was again concerned with an illegitimate last voyage. 

The parties signed a without prejudice agreement which sought to mimic the position as though 

there had been a lost fixture by the performance of the illegitimate voyage. In the 

circumstances of the W/P agreement, the case did not concern the award of damages at 

common law for late redelivery, but compensation under the agreement. 

 

II THE LAW ON LATE REDELIVERY AND REMOTENESS OF DAMAGES 

 

8. The law at present: is it watertight in terms of legal principles?  

8.1 Is the time of redelivery of the essence?  

 

There is no definitive ruling that the time of redelivery is of the essence, so as to be a condition 

of the contract, without any specific language in the contract making it of the essence. In The 

London Explorer, Lord Morris thought that the time of redelivery had not, in that case, been 

made of the essence. He further stated that the continued use of the vessel after the stated time 

will not at once have the result that such continued use will be in breach of contract, but it will 

be necessary that redelivery should be within a reasonable time; the charterer will pay damages 

in respect of his failure to redeliver within a reasonable time.  

 

 Lord Mustill (and the majority) in The Gregos were inclined to the view that the redelivery 

date is an innominate term, while Lord Templeman was of the view that it is of the essence.   

 

8.2 When is a charterer in breach and can he be protected?  

 

A charterer will not be in breach if he orders a final voyage which is reasonably expected to 

end beyond the charter period but within the implied margin (Gray v Christie (1889) 5 TLR 

577). But he will be in breach if redelivery exceeds the allowable tolerance, or the margin 

implied by law, or the maximum period of 12 months, even if the last voyage order is 



legitimate but accidentally overruns. There will be damages unless a contractual term shields 

the charterer against a claim for the overrun of a legitimate voyage by words such as “charterer 

has option to complete last voyage”. Such a clause protects charterers only in the event of a 

legitimate last voyage (unless the delay was caused by the charterers’ breach of contract,(The 

Peonia).  

 

8.3 Such protective clauses usually provide for the rate of hire payable during he overrun (The 

Black Falcon [1991] 1 Lloyd’s rep 77). Other specific clauses, such as Baltime cl 7, Shelltime 

4, cl 19, deal with overruns of last legitimate voyages.  

 

8.4 The final terminal date is a strict obligation: 

 

Every time charter must have a final terminal date by which the charterer (in the absence of an 

exonerating clause) is contractually obliged to redeliver the vessel (per Bingham LJ in The 

Peonia). The terminal date and the true extent of the charter depend on the words used in the 

charter. There are various possible expressions and precedents in decided cases providing for a 

tolerance, in the absence of which the law will imply a reasonable margin considering the 

overall length of the charter.  Once the contractual tolerance or implied margin is ascertained, 

the charterer has a contractual obligation to perform his promise to redeliver the ship by the 

final terminal date failing which he will be in breach of contract in the absence of a frustrating 

event (The Peonia).  

 

8.5 Thus, the obligation to perform the promise is strict and the charterer will only be excused if 

the delay is due to the fault of the owner, or if a contractual term exonerates him from the 

breach. But the breach is not of a term going to the root of the contract. The owners’ right is to 

damages only and he has no right to treat the contract as at an end so as to entitle him to cease 

to perform considering the impractical effect of that upon sub-charters and the bill of lading 

contract (The Peonia). 

 

8.6 The law imposes strict liability on the charterer 

 

The weight of the appellate opinion is that there is a breach by the charterer even if the overrun 

of the last legitimate voyage is not caused by the charterer’s fault – despite reasonable 

expectations - provided it is not through some fault by the owner. 



This is thought by critics to be unsatisfactory and not in line with the analogous situation of a 

safe port warranty where the charterer will be excused from liability if an unexpected or 

abnormal occurrence makes the port unsafe (The Evia No 2 [1983] 1 AC 736).  

 

8.7 The issue of no fault by the charterer was examined in detail in The Peonia. Three theoretical 

solutions were examined by Saville J at first instance, namely: is the obligation a fundamental 

term so that a failure to comply with it would automatically bring the contract to an end? This 

was rejected as unattractive and impractical; could a term be implied, if there was no express 

term, permitting the completion of a legitimate last voyage beyond the final terminal date? He 

held that there was no room for such an implication either on the basis of business efficacy or 

necessity. The obligation was not qualified by an expression such as ‘best endeavours‘ or the 

like, so the charterers had taken the risk of not being able to perform this part of their bargain. 

When the parties’ obligations are expressed in absolute terms, each party takes the risk that he 

will be able to perform and if that risk is unacceptable, it is open to each party to qualify the 

obligation by inserting qualifying terms. The third and acceptable solution was that the owners 

are entitled to claim damages for the charterers’ failure to redeliver by the final terminal date 

and the voyage will be completed. 

 

8.8 Lord Justice Slade also concluded that the risk of unexpected delays, save for those which are 

due to the fault of the owners, should fall on the charterers. He found no authority supporting 

the proposition that the court will be prepared to imply a further term, beyond any margin or 

tolerance, in ascertaining the final terminal date, which will have the effect of rendering 

charterers’ obligation to redeliver by the final terminal date an obligation merely to use their 

best endeavours to do so by that date.   

 

8.9 Rix LJ in The Achilleas (para 96) also dealt with the matter of unexpected delays (obiter) as a 

matter of allocation of risks between the charterers and the owners and said: when charterers 

are seeking to squeeze the last drop of profit from what was a particularly strong market they 

are taking the risk of delay on a last legitimate voyage. If by misfortune a delay puts them into 

breach, they ought to have known what the risks were for them and for their owners. 

  

8.10 Reverting to The ‘Evia 2’ analogy, the risk of an abnormal occurrence which renders an 

otherwise prospectively safe port to an unsafe one is put upon the insurers of the owners. 



Similarly, in the case of unexpected delays on a legitimate last voyage, the charterers can 

obtain insurance for such a risk, or protect themselves with contractual terms. 

 

9. Development of the law as to damages:  

9.1 Assuming there are no contractual terms excluding liability for the breach and that the 

charterer’s breach caused the loss, what are the damages to be awarded?  

 

9.2 In cases of a legitimate last voyage, which overruns, the owner will normally be awarded as 

damages: Either  

 The market rate of hire, if higher than the charter hire; or 

 The charter hire, if higher than the market rate, until final redelivery, (The London 

Explorer as interpreted in The Peonia in 1991). 

 

9.3 In cases of an illegitimate last voyage (ordered when it is reasonably expected to overrun the 

charter period, including the tolerance or margin), the owner (who elects to perform it but does 

not waive the right to claim damages) is entitled to: 

 The charter hire until actual redelivery  

 Plus damages for the overrun period  

o being the difference between the charter rate and the market rate, if higher, (The 

Peonia).  

9.4 The above method of assessing damages under 9.2 and 9.3 is the same but expressed 

differently; it is known as the ‘overrun period measure’.  

 

9.5 Until The Achilleas the courts were basing the damages for late redelivery upon the overrun 

period measure, since the question of loss of profit had not previously arisen in this context. 

The Achilleas offers an alternative method of assessing damages which is on the basis of loss 

of profit suffered on the subsequent fixture. If there is proof that the charterer’s breach caused 

loss of profit on the subsequent fixture, damages will include all the losses of a type, which at 

the time of the contract could be foreseen as not unlikely to follow by reason of the 

breach. Whether or not the extent of the loss was foreseeable is not examined (see below). 

Damages are ascertained at the date of the breach. 

 

9.6 There is in essence no difference in the assessment of damages between a legitimate last 

voyage which overruns and an illegitimate one. Charterers may find this an unfair application 



of the law but, as discussed, in both situations there is a breach of contract. A distinction 

between legitimate or illegitimate order is very relevant to the owner with regard to the option 

which he has in the case of an illegitimate voyage order as to whether or not to perform it. He 

has no such option when the order is for a legitimate voyage which later overruns. He simply 

has to perform. Thus, he can not reasonably be expected to take the risk of even an accidental 

overrun. If that was allowed by law, the charterer would arrange the last voyage as it suited him 

and upon an overrun of the final terminal date he would be able to say to the owner: ‘it was not 

my fault mate’! 

  

10.  Principle of Remoteness of damages for breach of contract clarified: 

10.1 The basic rule: Hadley v Baxendale (1854) 9 Exch. 341  

 

Damages that a claimant may recover for breach of contract are: such as may fairly and 

reasonably be considered as either (a) arising naturally, that is, according to the usual course of 

things from such breach of contract itself or (b) such as may reasonably be supposed to have 

been in the contemplation of the parties, at the time of the contract, as the probable result of the 

breach.  

 

10.2 Modern Statement of the rule  

 

 The basic rule was interpreted and restated by the CA in Victoria Laundry (Windsor) Ltd V 

Newman Industries Ltd [1949] 2 KB 528 and by the HL in The Heron II[1969] 1 AC 350. It 

has been accepted that the combined effect of the restatement of the rule by these cases is this: 

the court will look for a type or kind of loss which is not too remote a consequence of a breach 

of contract if, at the time of contracting (and on the assumption that the parties actually foresaw 

the breach in question), it was within their reasonable contemplation as a not unlikely result of 

that breach (denoting the degree of probability);(see Chitty on Contracts par 26-047 – 26-051).  

 

10.3 ’Type or kind of loss’ 

 

 In The Heron II, Lord Reid spoke of ‘type or kind of loss or damage’ for the test of remoteness 

of damages. It was further explained in subsequent cases (see Chitty para 26-050) that the 

claimant does not have to show that the contract breaker ought to have contemplated the 

precise detail of the damage, or its extent, provided the kind of damage was contemplated as 



not unlikely at the time of the contract. (There is a similar formulation in the test of remoteness 

of damages in tort. However the test in tort is applied by reference to a reasonable man at the 

time of the wrongdoing. The Wagon Mound [1961] AC 388) and The Sivand [1998] 2 Lloyd’s 

Rep 97, 105). 

 

10.4 Reasonably foreseeable loss and actually resulting  

 

What is recoverable is the part of the loss actually resulting which was, at the time of the 

contract, reasonably foreseeable as liable to result from the breach; what was reasonably 

foreseeable would depend on the knowledge then possessed by the parties, or the party 

committing the breach; Knowledge is understood to be of two kinds: knowledge possessed in 

the “ordinary course of things” and knowledge of “special circumstances” (Victoria Laundry).  

 

10.5 The majority of their Lordships in The Heron II approved of these propositions and Lord Reid 

(at 384) added what the court meant in Handley v Baxendale, thus: “a result which will happen 

in the great majority of cases should fairly and reasonably be regarded as having been in the 

contemplation of the parties, but that a result which, though foreseeable as a substantial 

possibility, would only happen in a small majority of cases should not be regarded as having 

been in their contemplation”. 

 

10.6 Application of the rule to the facts of The Achilleas 

 

Applying these principles the court held that ‘Special knowledge of the subsequent fixture’ was 

not necessary for the purpose of limiting the damages to the loss of the current market value 

during the overrun period. It was sufficient to show (and it was conceded in this case) that the 

loss suffered was not unlikely to occur in order for the damages to fall within the established 

rule of remoteness of damages. The nature of the market was well known to these experienced 

charterers, whose knowledge arose out of ‘the ordinary nature of things’.  

 

The owners’ loss was not improbable or unpredictable, as was the loss incurred under the 

special dyeing contracts in Victoria Laundry, so as to be too remote, or to amount to a complete 

indemnity for all loss de facto (see distinction between indemnity and damages in The Eurus 

[1998] 1 Lloyd’s rep 351). 

 



10.7 The insistence by charterers that the second rule of Hadley v Baxendale was not satisfied in this 

case was rejected. The court emphasised that the rule is no longer stated in terms of two rules 

but rather in terms of a single principle, although the application of the principle may depend 

on the degree of the relevant knowledge held by the defendant at the time of the contract in a 

particular case (para 95). 

 

10.8 “A charterer of time chartered tonnage knows that a new fixture is very likely to be entered into 

by the owner of his chartered vessel so as to follow as closely as possible to the redelivery of 

the vessel”(per Rix LJ para 93). “The charterers would also have known that , if the vessel did 

not become available to the owners at the due time, there was  no market in which she could be 

bought in, and that the owners would have to be able to deliver into the new charter that vessel 

and her alone” (para 110 transcript). 

 

10.9 The strict test of “reasonable certainty” in the foreseeability of an event regarding the 

remoteness rule was rejected by the HL in the Heron II and the smaller degree of probability 

that is “not unlikely to occur”, was preferred. 

 

10.10The ‘loss of use’ versus ‘loss of profit’ distinction - put forward by Counsel for the charterer - 

was rejected by the court as not existing in principle or in previous decisions. “The refixing of 

the vessel at the end of the charterers’ charter was not merely “not unlikely”, it was in truth 

highly probable (barring other possibilities)” (per Rix LJ para 96, transcript). Furthermore, the 

argument that the loss should not be recoverable because the owners’ third party transactions 

were irrelevant (res inter alios acta) was rejected as being an issue of causation and not of 

remoteness. 

 

11. Mitigation:  

11.1 In this case it was common ground that the Cargill fixture was made at an appropriate time in 

relation to the expected redelivery date and at the then market rate. The amendment to the 

laycan days and the reduced hire rate were similarly made in an appropriate manner and at a 

market rate. What happened was in direct reaction to the charterers’ breach. The owners acted 

in reasonable mitigation (paras 106-108). 

 

 

 



 

12. What is the yardstick to be applied for assessing the damages? 

12.1 If the contract does not provide for the rate of hire to be paid in the event of an overrun, the 

court will decide what is suitable in each case. The question is what is a reasonable yardstick?: 

 

 The market rate for a period charter? (such as the original c/p e.g 4/6 months) or  

 The rate of a trip charter? (e.g a single voyage on time charter terms), or  

 The rate of the next fixture? (which might have been lost due to the delay), or  

 The rate of a hypothetical next fixture? (which might have been fixed)  

 Where is the line to be drawn about the length of the next fixture in the last two questions? 

 

12.2 “Compare like with like”: In The Johnny [1977] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 1, a period charter of 

minimum 11, maximum 13 months, cl 7 of Baltime form c/p provided for damages in the event 

of an overrun at the market rate. There was 29 days delay in redelivery. The parties were 

unable to agree whether the rate of hire should be the rate for a time charter trip (owners’ 

argument) or the rate for a period charter of 11/13 months (charterers’ argument). The umpire 

found in favour of the owners but stated his award in a form of a special case for the court to 

decide the issue. Donaldson J. held that what had to be ascertained was the daily rate for an 

identical charter to the one in which the parties had been engaged. On appeal to the CA, the 

majority, agreeing with the judge, held that the yardstick was a period charter, while Lord 

Denning MR preferred the trip charter yardstick. (The distinction is important because the trip 

charter rate can be higher than the period market rate, depending on where the ship is ordered 

to go on the last trip. In this case Karachi was an unpopular port, so the trip charter rate was 

high). 

 

12.3 In The Achilleas, the hire rate of the next fixture (period charter) was applied. According to 

expert evidence this rate was the market rate at the date of the breach (2 May). From this rate 

the hire rate of the renegotiated Cargill fixture was deducted, which was the then market rate 

around 11 May. The result was applied to the length of the Cargill fixture which was similar to 

the period charter in which the charterers were involved.  

 

12.4  However, Rix LJ said, obiter, that “as a rule of thumb a charterer should not, without further 

knowledge, be held liable……for the loss of a new fixture of longer length than that which he 

had himself contracted for. If need be, and the market feels that such a question should be 



determined by contract, a standard form or even special provision could be agreed. But as a 

matter of principle, the claimant should not be kept out of compensation because of an 

argument about the length of the new fixture.” Each case will be judged on its own facts and a 

general line cannot be drawn. 

 

12.5 The court has discretion and it will exercise it within the bounds of proportionality. 

 

12.6 The Achilleas decision has alerted charterers to redraft special provisions by which overrun 

situations are dealt with including the rate of hire over the period of the overrun.   

 

III CRITICISMS OF THE DECISION 

 

13. From a commercial point of view: 

13.1 The judgment imposes a heavy liability on the charterers even in cases in which the last voyage 

is legitimate, but it overruns without the fault of the charterer.  

 

An answer to this has been given in this paper. What transpires from the majority award, the 

judgment of Clarke J., and of Rix LJ in The Achilleas, is that it is all about allocation of risk 

between the parties and what choices the parties have to make (under the law of election) when 

they are faced with a last voyage order.  

The parties are knowledgeable of the market trends and have an understanding of the value to 

be placed by each of them on the performance of a voyage which overruns the stipulated 

redelivery date under their charter. Like in The Gregos, the charterers may consider that, in 

some circumstances, it is worth taking the risk of being obliged to pay a large scale of 

compensation to owners because they have already committed themselves to their own sub-

fixture, (per Rix LJ in The Achilleas para 59, transcript).   

“A contract breaker may find the consequences of a breach are multiplied to a surprising 

degree by adventitious factors” (Lord Mustill in The Gregos). 

13.2 The liability to the owner may bear no relation at all to what the charterer is likely to be 

receiving under the sub-charter for the last voyage. 

 

 The answer to this is that, as the risk of an overrun is upon the charterer, it is up to him to 

protect himself as discussed in this paper. His contract down the line is not a relevant 

consideration in determining the actual loss caused to the owner by the charterers’ breach.  



 

13.3 The charterer may be unable to recover such damages down the line.  

 That is also irrelevant to the application of the principles of remoteness of damages.  

 

13.4 The Achilleas is likely to extend itself into claims based on evidence from shipbrokers about 

the fixture which the owners could have made, if they had not known that the charterers were 

going to redeliver late, and hence they had not fixed a subsequent charter.  

 

Each case will be looked at on its own facts and not on hypothetical basis (The Achilleas). The 

court will look at the actual loss suffered by the owner and not at hypothetical ones. Evidence 

provided by shipbrokers about a likely fixture which could, hypothetically, have been made, 

had it not been for the overrun, will be considered in the context of the contract and prevailing 

circumstances at the time. As Rix LJ indicated, in such situations, the charterer should not, 

without further knowledge, be held liable. 

 

13.5 Why should the charterer bear the liability of loss on a subsequent fixture if the owner fixed the 

laycan of his next fixture too close to the redelivery date?  

  

This would be a matter of causation and remoteness; Rix LJ dealt with it, thus: “There may be 

cases in which the loss of fixture is not caused by the delay in redelivery when, for example, 

the fixture was made with a laycan limited to the day of redelivery itself. Alternatively, it might 

be said that that is something which the charterer could not have anticipated”. 

Similarly, if the rate of a new fixture is in excess of the market rate it could not have reasonably 

been anticipated (paras 98-99 transcript).  

 

13.6 The Achilleas ruling on damages should be limited to the cases in which the charterers’ order 

was illegitimate 

 

 As discussed under para 9.6 above, it is trite law that in case of an illegitimate last voyage, the 

owner has a choice, whether or not to accept the order, or to demand a new order. Rix LJ 

observed (at para 50) that if the owner accepts the order, without prejudice to his claim for 

damages, he will be unlikely to have another fixture which he allows to be imperilled by 

permitting the illegitimate voyage to proceed. If, on the other hand, the owner asks for a new 

order and the charterer refuses to change the illegitimate order to a legitimate one, he will be in 



repudiation. The owner can accept it as such and be free to charter at the market rate. There 

will be no issue of late redelivery and, hence, no loss of fixture claim could be made (para 

114).  

 

14. Is there certainty in the law?  

14.1  The issue of loss of profit had not arisen before and the case does not undermine certainty in 

the law. The criticisms about difficulties posed by the case are perhaps exaggerated, because 

future cases on different facts will be dealt with on their own merits. Proportionality will be a 

factor in the exercise of the court’s discretion. But the parties also can ensure certainty by 

inserting appropriate clauses in their contract.  

 

14.2  The length of the new fixture here was not extravagant or unusual. [Rix LJ added obiter that a 

charterer, without further knowledge, should not be liable for the loss of a new fixture of longer 

length than that he had himself contracted for. But as a matter of principle, a claimant should 

not be kept out of any compensation because of an argument about the length of the new 

fixture (para 112)]. 

 

14.3 “if the shipping industry…feels that it cannot live with this result [of this case], clauses can be 

created to regulate the situation: such clauses have come into being to regulate last voyages, 

such as Baltime cl 7, Shelltime 4 cl 19” (per Rix LJ, para 120).  

 

15. Pragmatism and policy  

15.1 The Achilleas develops the law on an issue in which there was no previous binding authority. 

“Its development should be in accordance with principle; its refusal to develop would not be in 

accordance with principle” (para 118). The contention that “damages for late redelivery should 

be limited to the overrun period measure unless the owners can show that, at the time of the 

contract, they had given their charterers special information of their follow-up fixture, is both 

undesirable and uncommercial” (per Rix LJ para 119). 

 

15.2 “It is undesirable because it puts owners too much at the mercy of their charterers, who can 

happily drain the last drop and more of profit at a time of raised market rates, taking the risk of 

late redelivery, knowing that they will never have to pay their owners more than the current 

market rate for the overrun period, a rate which will never in truth properly reflect the value to 

the charterers of being able to fit in another spot voyage at the last moment”. 



 

15.3 “It is uncommercial, because, if it is demanded that the charterers need to know more than they 

already do in the ordinary course of events, when they already know that a new fixture, in all 

probability fixed at or around the time of redelivery, will follow on their own charter, then the 

demand is for something that cannot be provided. All that an owner will be able to tell his 

charterer in most cases is that he plans to fix his vessel anew at the time of redelivery. To 

which the charterer might well reply: ‘well I know that already! But don’t expect that your 

telling me that is enough to put me on notice for the purpose of claiming loss of fixture 

damages, if I deliver the vessel late and you turn out to lose your fixture!’” (Per Rix LJ para 

119).   

 

15.3 Such dicta show the commercial insight of Lord Justice Rix and that - principle apart - 

commercial considerations have been taken into account. That is an additional reason why The 

Achilleas is a balanced decision.  
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Hill Dickinson is a limited liability partnership

The “ACHILLEAS”
Inevitable but wrong

1. Inevitable, given the question asked, and 
given previous authority binding on the 
Court of Appeal.

2. Wrong as a matter of principle, and 
uncommercial.

3. The result of a wrong turning in the law –
how the law might be.

The “ACHILLEAS”
Inevitable but wrong

Being careful with definitions
“Final redelivery date”

The last date provided by the charterparty
for the end of the charter period, after 
taking account of any express or implied 
margin.

The “ACHILLEAS”
Inevitable but wrong

Being careful with definitions
“Legitimate last voyage”

A voyage which (at the time when the 
vessel becomes committed to the voyage) 
is expected to end within the final 
redelivery date.

The “ACHILLEAS”
Inevitable but wrong

Being careful with definitions

The “final redelivery date” is not to be 
defined as the date by which (in the 
absence of an exonerating cause) the 
charterer is contractually obliged to 
redeliver the vessel.
(Compare the definition of “final terminal 
date” in The “PEONIA” [1991] 1 Lloyd’s Rep.  
100 at 107.)

The “ACHILLEAS”
Inevitable but wrong

Being careful with definitions

It is a logically possible position that “the 
redelivery date in a charterparty is a 
reference point, not a deadline”.

(Losing counsel’s argument in The “PEONIA”, 
quoted at page 109).  
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INEVITABLE

Given the way the question is asked

“if a charterer is liable to pay damages 
to another owner for late redelivery of 
the chartered vessel, are those 
damages limited by the principles of 
remoteness to the difference between 
the charter rate and the market rate at 
the time of redelivery?”

INEVITABLE

Given the way the question is asked in 
terms of remoteness

and given the distinction between type of 
loss and amount of loss

and the definition of remoteness in terms 
of type only

the answer is inevitable.

INEVITABLE

Given the way the question is asked in 
terms of remoteness

Academically, it might be questioned 
whether the distinction between “type”
and “amount”, which belongs to the tort of 
negligence, and to cases where breach of 
contract leads to personal injury, is 
appropriate as a way of limiting damages 
in other cases of breach of contract.

INEVITABLE

Also, the result was inevitable, given 
authority binding on the Court of Appeal, 
holding that redelivery after the final 
terminal date is a breach of contract and 
sounds in damages.

INEVITABLE

Given authority binding on the Court of 
Appeal.

Logically, it might be possible to have a 
special rule of policy prescribing what the 
damages for this breach of contract 
should be.

Compare The “ACHILLEAS”, Court of Appeal, 
[117].

INEVITABLE

Special rule of policy?

However, Rix LJ said, in effect, that we 
have to apply the general principles of the 
law as to damages for breach of contract.

Compare The “ACHILLEAS”, Court of Appeal, [63] 
and [118].
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WRONG

As a matter of general principle

It is undesirable that a breach of contract 
should be a matter of strict liability 
(depending on how things turn out) but 
should sound in damages which are 
unliquidated, and so unlimited.  

WRONG

As a matter of general principle

Contrast laytime/demurrage
• breach of strict liability obligation
• but sounds only in liquidated damages

WRONG

As a matter of general principle

Consider also off-hire

• depends on what happens/how things 
turn out

• owners’ exposure is limited to loss of 
hire

WRONG

As a matter of general principle

The law as to charter parties does include strict 
liability obligations which sound in unliquidated
damages, for example:-

• With regard to the seaworthiness of the vessel 
on delivery

• With regard to unsafe ports: the primary 
obligation depends upon whether at the time 
the order is given the port actually is such that 
it may be expected to be safe for the vessel.

WRONG

As a matter of general principle

However

i. The tendency of changes in the law has been 
to replace such strict obligations

For example, the absolute undertaking of 
seaworthiness has been replaced by an 
obligation of due diligence.

WRONG

As a matter of general principle

Also

ii. The strict obligations as to 
seaworthiness/safety of a port are 
obligations as to what is the case not 
as to how things will turn out.
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WRONG

As a matter of general principle

In The “EVIA” (No. 2) the House of Lords 
rejected a literal reading of the “safe 
ports” obligation as an undertaking as to 
how things will turn out, and said, in 
effect, that the obligation had to be only 
with regard to how things are at the time 
when the charterer gives the order.

(The secondary obligation as to “safe 
ports” also results from how things are at 
the time.)

WRONG

Points of detail with regard to The 
“ACHILLEAS”.

1. In The “ACHILLEAS” Rix LJ plainly felt 
that the last voyage was “pushing it”.

But the result will be the same if the 
last voyage is entirely legitimate and 
happens to overrun badly.

WRONG

Points of detail with regard to The 
“ACHILLEAS”

2. In The “ACHILLEAS” redelivery 
notices for the contractual date had 
been given, and as a result owners 
had made a fixture.  Thus, the case 
related to an actual fixture which 
owners had made and lost.

WRONG

Points of detail with regard to The 
“ACHILLEAS”

2. However, it does not appear that the 
result depends on this: 

if the last voyage had been longer and 
the delay had happened earlier on, so 
that redelivery notices for the 
contractual date had never been 
given, still owners would have lost an 
opportunity to fix and they should 
equally be able to recover for that loss.

WRONG

Points of detail with regard to The 
“ACHILLEAS”

2. There is going to be a little industry of 
people writing reports on the 
hypothetical fixtures which owners 
could have made if contractual 
redelivery notices had been given and 
the vessel had been redelivered at the 
contractual time.

(and of course there is no limit to the 
length of a merely hypothetical fixture)

WRONG
Points of detail with regard to The “ACHILLEAS”

3. In The “ACHILLEAS” Rix LJ cast a hint that 
owners may only be able to recover damages 
based on a lost new fixture no longer that the 
period of the charter which is coming to an 
end.

“It may be, but I see no need to decide, 
that as a rule of thumb a charterer should 
not, without further knowledge, be held 
liable in such a situation for the loss of a 
new fixture of longer length than that 
which he had himself contracted for.” (at 
[112]).
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WRONG

Points of detail with regards to The 
“ACHILLEAS”

3. However, it is only a hint, and not a 
statement of a rule.

And if it were stated as a rule, such
rules are likely to be defeated by the
working out of “principle”.

WRONG

Commercially

It is a liability which probably cannot be 
passed on down a chain of charterparties.

WRONG

Commercially   

Liability for such damages is not “back to 
back”

Time charter above, voyage charter 
below, vessel is on demurrage

• Disponent Owners / Head Charterers are
liable for damages representing Head
Owners’ possible loss of a fixture, but can
only recover the demurrage rate agreed.

WRONG

Commercially

Liability for such damages is not “back to back”

Time charter above, voyage charter below, vessel is 
on damages for detention (not demurrage)

• Is it deemed foreseeable in relation to the
voyage charter that Disponent Owners will be 
liable to Head Owners for a loss of a fixture?

There is no rule of law that where Charterers are
in breach and Charterers’ breach puts Disponent
Owners in breach towards Head Owners, Charterers will
be liable for whatever Disponent Owners have to pay 
to Head Owners.

WRONG

Commercially

Liability for such damages is not “back to 
back”

Time charter above, “trip” time charter (with no
maximum duration guaranteed) below

• Disponent Owners / Head Charterers are 
liable for Head Owners’ possible loss of a  fixture 
but Disponent Owners may only be able to 
recover hire under the sub-charter.

WRONG
Commercially

Liability for such damages is not “back to
back”

Time charter above, time charter (for a period) below (and if
Lord Justice Rix’s hint is followed)

• Disponent Owners / Head Charterers are liable for Head 
Owners’ loss of a possible fixture (which may be as long 
as the period of the head charter)

• Sub-charterers are liable to Disponent Owners for the 
loss of a possible fixture (but only to the extent of the 
period of the sub-charter).
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WRONG

Commercially

Is it possible to insure against this 
liability?

WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

1. Allocation of risk between the parties.

2. In the case of an order for a legitimate 
last voyage the owner has no choice 
but to perform.

• Therefore, “the risk should fall on 
the charterer”.

WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

1. However, how much risk should fall 
on the charterer?

WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

1. It could be said that the risk of not 
getting the vessel back by the final 
terminal date because a legitimate last 
voyage has overrun, is a risk inherent 
in letting a vessel out on time-charter, 
and therefore is a risk which has been 
accepted by the owners.

WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

2. Legitimate and illegitimate last voyage 
orders.

“In the case of an illegitimate last 
voyage, the owner has a choice, 
whether or not to accept the order”.

WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

2. However, it will not always be clear to 
an owner at the time that the order is 
for an illegitimate voyage.
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WRONG

Dr Mandaraka-Sheppard’s arguments:-

2. Perhaps owners are most in need of 
protection in cases where they have 
not refused a voyage order, but the 
order turns out to have been 
illegitimate.

WRONG

Judges may have adopted the idea that 
late redelivery is a breach of contract and 
sounds in damages, without very much 
thought as to whether there were 
alternatives.  

However, we now appreciate the full 
extent of what this involves and can see 
that this was a mistake.  

WRONG

If it is a matter of construction, it would be 
very unlikely that any charterer would 
willingly undertake such an obligation, and 
therefore it should require very clear 
words to lead to that construction, if there 
is any possible alternative.

WRONG

A general comment.

English law as to time charters sometimes 
deals only in the physical services to be 
provided by the vessel

(for example off-hire)

and sometimes recognises the reality of a 
sub-contract

(for example, equitable set-off)

WRONG

A general comment

The law as to last voyage orders and 
dates of redelivery seems to have gone in 
the direction of not recognising the reality 
of sub-contracts.

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

I am not over-concerned with where the 
Courts took the wrong turning.
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THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

In The “LONDON EXPLORER” [1971] 1 
Lloyd’s Rep. 523 two of their Lordships 
agreed with Lord Morris, and only one 
with Lord Reid, so Lord Morris is in the 
majority.

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
Both Lord Morris and Lord Reid in effect begin 
from a quotation from Atkin J:-

“…Under a charter-party of this kind the general position 
is that in the absence of an express provision the parties 
are not bound to regard the period for terminating the 
contract as a time which is of the essence of the contract, 
but that the exigencies of maritime business demand that 
the charterers should have a reasonable time within which 
the hire shall continue after the date fixed for redelivery; in 
other words, it is contemplated that the ship shall go on a 
succession of voyages, and as it is impossible to arrange 
that the last voyage shall end precisely at the date 
mentioned, the document must be construed reasonably, 
and it would not be a breach of the contract if the ship 
were redelivered within a reasonable time afterwards if it 
was the case that she was on a voyage on which she was 
reasonably sent during the subsistence of the contract…”

(Quoted in The “London Explorer” at 530)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

Lord Morris understood this in terms of 
charterers being allowed a reasonable 
margin on top of whatever the contract 
said the charter period should be (and 
Lord Morris put this in terms of “time not 
being of the essence”).

We now know that any implied reasonable 
margin can be excluded by the words of 
the contract (and the approach is now 
such that any implied reasonable margin 
usually is excluded).  

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
Lord Reid rejects this way of thinking.

“Some further difficulty has been introduced by a general 
statement that time is not of the essence of a time charter-
party.  If that means no more than that in considering 
whether the charterers are entitled to send the vessel on 
her last voyage under the charter there must be 
reasonable flexibility in the concluding date unless there is 
clear agreement to the contrary, then I think that is right.  
But I do not think that the statement has any application to 
unexpected delays which prolong such last voyage”.

(The “London Explorer” at 527).

That is, for Lord Reid how the law deals with 
“unexpected delays” on the last voyage, is something 
else again.

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
Lord Reid says:

“… it would have been a breach of contract if the 
charterers had sent the vessel on a voyage 
expected to end on Jan. 14, or any later date.

But it does not mean, as the appellants argue, that 
the appellants were necessarily in breach of contract 
by failing to redeliver the vessel on or before Jan. 
13.  If what I have said earlier is right there still 
remains the separate presumption that the parties 
intended that, if unexpected delays on the last 
legitimate voyage caused redelivery to be delayed 
beyond the agreed date, the charter should 
nevertheless continue in operation until the end of 
the voyage.”

(The “London  Explorer” at 527)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

What sort of doctrine is this?

“…it could not have been in the 
contemplation of the parties to do 
anything so unbusinesslike as to make 
[it] a breach of the charter-party”.

(Mathew J quoted by Lord Reid 
in The “London Explorer” at 526).
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THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
Applying this approach:

Donaldson J in The “BERGE TASTA”

“Clearly he cannot be expected to plan a voyage or 
voyages which will end precisely on the redelivery date ….

…As the charterer cannot be expected to plan for a 
voyage ending on a particular date, the law presumes that 
any precise date agreed for redelivery must be intended by 
the parties to mean ‘about’ that date.  This approach is 
maintained even if the parties instead of agreeing upon a 
precise date specify a period or range of dates.  
Nevertheless the law recognizes that the parties can, if 
they wish, agree upon a precise date or range of dates and 
mean it, but very clear words are required before the 
Courts will adopt such a construction.”

([1975] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 422 at 424)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
Applying this approach:

Donaldson J in The “BERGE TASTA”

“I stress the word “plan” because planning is one thing and 
performance is quite another.  Even at the planning stage 
the charterer has to recognize that given favourable 
weather conditions the voyage may take x days but 
ordinary adverse weather may prolong it to y days.  
However, when it comes to performance exceptionally 
favourable conditions may be encountered and the voyage 
may be completed in under x days.  On the other hand 
there may be, and more frequently is, a combination of 
unforeseen adverse circumstances for which neither party 
is responsible, as a result of which the voyage lasts for 
more than even y days.

(cont’d over)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

(Cont’d from previous slide)

Against this background the law, with great good sense, 
concentrates upon the planning obligation.  If the charterer
plans a last voyage or voyages which should lead to the 
punctual redelivery of the vessel, he is under no liability if 
in the event the vessel is late in completing the last voyage 
provided that this is not his fault”.

(ibid)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE
What in 1983 was “well-established”?

Staughton J in the “MATIJA GUBUC”.

“The charterers seek to resist the owners’ claim by reason 
of the combined effect of two well-established propositions. 
. .  The second proposition is, in broad outline, that 
charterers are entitled to order a vessel on a last voyage 
under a time charter if they reasonably anticipate that the 
voyage will be completed within the charter period, either 
according to the literal wording of that period or as 
extended by the effect of proposition (I).  If the vessel is 
delayed by the changes and chances of this mortal life 
during that last voyage without fault on the part of the 
charterers, they are not in breach of contract … Both 
those propositions are, as I have said, well established.  
They have been reached either as a matter of 
interpretation, or by implication so as to give flexibility and 
therefore business efficacy to what would otherwise be an 
intolerably rigid contract”.

([1983] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 24 at 26)

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

However, since 1990, it has been treated 
as settled law that if charterers redeliver 
the vessel late, then owners will be 
entitled not only to the charter rate of hire, 
but also to the difference between the 
market rate and the charter rate.  

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

It is suggested that owners may be 
entitled to recover the difference between 
the market rate and the charter rate on 
another basis, rather than as damages for 
a breach of contract.  
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THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

Compare Lord Denning in The “JOHNNY”
(quoted in The “ACHILLEAS” at [39]).

“It is plain the owners could recover 
either damages or a quantum 
meruit . . . In either case the 
amount would be assessed at the 
market rate then ruling for a time 
charter trip for that voyage at that 
time”.

(my emphasis) 

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

Note also that Lord Denning justified this 
in terms of the market rate which the 
charterer would have received for the last 
voyage.

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

Lord Denning was discussing an 
illegitimate last voyage, but it is suggested 
that in the case of a legitimate last voyage 
owners may be entitled to recover the 
difference between the market rate and 
the charter rate by way of restitution 
rather than as damages.  

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

Owners by entering into a time charter 
have entered into an arrangement by 
which charterers would be entitled to keep 
the vessel past the intended final 
redelivery date in order to complete a 
legitimate last voyage.  

Therefore, Owners have been compelled 
by the terms of the arrangement to 
provide the services of the vessel for 
longer than was intended.  

THE LAW AS IT MIGHT BE

I am not concerned with whether in an 
appeal in The “ACHILLEAS” it would be 
open to the House of Lords to declare the 
law in this way – I do not know whether in 
the arbitration in The “ACHILLEAS” the 
charterers reserved the right to argue in 
the House of Lords that keeping the 
vessel later than the final redelivery date 
is not a breach of contract and does not 
sound in damages.
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CARGO HANDLING LIABILITY REGIMES IN TIME CHARTERS 
SO WHAT’S NEW? 

Seminar Talk for LSLC, Wednesday 21st November 2007, by Simon 
Kverndal QC 

 
A primary objective for users of the NYPE form has been a high degree of certainty with regard 
to the allocation of responsibility for cargo operations and proper stowage.  Has recent case law 
furthered or retarded that objective? 
 

Background: Court Line and the Inter-Club Agreement 

1. At common law the shipowner is responsible for cargo operations, with risk and responsibility 

passing at the ship’s rail1.  Whilst a geographical test such as this may2 make common sense it is, 

as between shipowners and time charterers, uncommercial and impractical.  One party or the 

other needs to take on primary liability for cargo operations and claims associated with them. 

2. The relevant section of Clause 8 of NYPE reads: 

“The Captain (although appointed by the Owners), shall be under the orders and directions 

of the Charterers as regards employment and agency and Charterers are to load, stow and 

trim the cargo at their expense under the supervision of the Captain.” 

3. The effect of this key provision has been explained and extended in two significant ways: by the 

case law dominated by the Court Line case reported in 1940 and by the NYPE Inter-Club 

Agreement.  The quest has ever been for an overarching regime which embraces all rights, duties, 

risk and responsibility, which applies alike to cargo damage, ship damage, berth damage and 

personal injury, and which fairly and justly allocates responsibility in trades of diverse format and 

practice – general cargo, container and bulk.  But one should not lose sight of the underlying 

rationale: a fair, sensible, commercial and workable liability regime between owners and time-

charterers.  The key question in almost every dispute is the extent to which the party which does 

not have primary liability may nevertheless be liable for third party claims which have their 

origin in cargo handling and custody operations. 

                                                           
1 See for example, The FILIKOS [1983] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 9. 
2 Or may not – as famously observed in Pyrene v Scindia [1954] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 321 



4. The equivalent provision in Baltime – which is generally assumed to have the equivalent effect of 

transferring to charterers the common law duty to effect and take responsibility for loading, 

stowing and discharging3, is clause 4: 

“The Charterers shall provide and pay for … also shall arrange and pay for loading, 

trimming stowing … and all other charges and expenses whatsoever.  …  All ropes, slings 

and special runners actually used for loading and discharging and any special gear, 

including special ropes and chains required by the port for mooring shall be for Charterers’ 

account.” 

5. Though the Court Line decision is first in time, it is convenient to mention first, and briefly, the 

Inter-Club Agreement. 

The Inter-Club Agreement 

6. The Inter-Club Agreement is, and is intended to be, a mechanical approach to resolving cargo 

claims.  The first edition was produced in 1970/1972 and it has been revised in 1984 and 1996.  It 

has been highly successful in reducing the litigation of cargo disputes.  The one size fits most but 

not all: there has always been a measure of doubt as to the resolution of disputes where the 

Master or Chief Officer have been or ought to have been involved in cargo operations.  As Lord 

Justice Kerr said in The STRATHNEWTON back in 1982: 

“The Inter-Club Agreement owes its existence to the difficulties to which this clause 
[NYPE clause 8] has given rise. To put it generally, the clause is a provision of a type 
designed to allocate the functions of loading, stowing, trimming and discharging to the 
charterers, who would of course normally perform them by stevedores employed by 
them, but nevertheless to maintain a measure of responsibility for the proper 
performance of these functions on the part of the owners. In saying this, I am not 
intending to construe the clause, but merely to describe its purpose. I use the words "a 
measure of responsibility" because, while the responsibility for proper stowage has in 
this case been clearly placed upon the master on behalf of the owners, the words 
"under the supervision of the Captain" have given rise to considerable difficulty. 
Thus, in any particular case there may be issues as to the extent to which the master 
in fact did, or was bound or able to, exercise a controlling supervision. There may 
also be issues as to whether damage to the cargo was due, for instance, to improper 
loading or trimming on the one hand, or to improper stowage on the other.” 

 

 

                                                           
3  The FILIKOS and see Wilford 5th Edn. at 37.13 



Court Line and its offspring 

7. The speeches of the Law Lords in Court Line give us both the core statements of principle and 

the starting point for arguable extension of the boundaries of owners’ liability.  Two broad 

exceptions were set out to charterers’ primary responsibility for loading and stowage: 

(1) Where the Master or Chief Mate does in fact supervise cargo operations and there is loss 

and damage attributable to that supervision. 

This is, broadly, the “intervention” exception: where the right to supervise is exercised, liability 

may flow from the execution of that right, for example where the Master substitutes his own 

stowage system and there would have been no damage had the charterers’ system been followed.  

It was observed by Lord Atkin in Court Line that the right to supervise arises as a matter of 

course because of the Master’s responsibility for the safety and seaworthiness of his vessel.  

Some of the subsequent case law has reflected continuing attempts by charterers to breath 

additional life and meaning into the express words that cargo operations are to be under the 

“supervision” of the Master, in order to impose liability on owners for omissions or non-negligent 

acts.   

Sometimes, too there is intervention – though it is generally by charterers - independently of any 

right to intervene or supervise and where some chain of command prompts compliance.  This is 

often described as “officious intervention”.  Such intervention usually operates as an estoppel to a 

claim arising out of bad stowage which would otherwise succeed.  The clearest example is a 

voyage charter case, Polish Ocean Lines v Ismael, The CIECHOCINEK4

(2) Where the Master or Chief Mate is negligent with regard to ship safety and seaworthiness 

obligations. 

For example, if the charterers have not been properly informed of particular  stability or cargo 

custody characteristics of the vessel, as they should have been, then owners may be liable. 

8. Court Line’s offspring have most notably been a trilogy of High Court appeals from arbitration 

awards in the mid-1980s which focussed on the addition of the words “and responsibility”, words 

which, plainly, further pushed liability for cargo operations back towards the owners, in respect 

of damage to cargo and damage to ship. 

                                                           
4  [1975] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 170, [1976] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 489 



(1) The SHINJITSU MARU No.55  

This claim involved cargo damage caused by bad stowage, where the Master took advice as to the 
stowage plan from the stevedores’ surveyor with which he was unhappy but proceeded to sea 
nonetheless.  The key passage in Neill LJ’s judgement (sitting at first instance) is worth quoting:  

 “In the end I have come to the conclusion that the correct approach is to construe the 
words "and responsibility" as effecting a prima facie transfer of liability for bad stowage to 
the owners but that if it can be shown in any particular case that the charterers by, for 
example, giving some instructions in the course of the stowage, have caused the relevant 
loss or damage the owners will be able to escape liability to that extent. In my judgment, 
this approach is consistent with that of the House of Lords in the Court Line case where it 
was clearly contemplated that the party primarily responsible might be relieved from 
liability for loss caused by the other party's intervention. There may therefore be cases 
where it will be necessary to consider the dominant cause of particular damage. 
 

If this analysis is correct, the added words "and responsibility" will place the primary duty 
on the master and owners but with the possibility that their liability will be affected by some 
intervention by the charterers.” 

 

(2) The ARGONAUT6 

This was a case of damage to the ship suffered in the course of cargo handling operations by 

stevedore negligence.  Again, I quote the key passage: 

“I agree that the charterers' obligation to load, stow and trim the cargo, and discharge, 
requires them to do so with due care. The primary responsibility for stowage is, however, 
imposed on the master. Although in the Court Line case "it was clearly contemplated that 
the party primarily responsible might be relieved from liability caused by the other party's 
intervention", the concept of "intervention" may not be entirely apt where what is being 
exercised on behalf of the charterers is not a right to supervise, such as may take the form of 
intervention, but a duty to stow properly. At any rate in a case such as the present, I see no 
need to ascertain what is "the dominant cause of particular damage". Either a party is 
responsible for a particular operation (or damage caused by it) or he is not. The exercise of 
a right of supervision may impinge upon, override or detract from a duty to stow properly; 
but it is difficult to see why the fact that responsibility is conferred on the owners should 
have a corresponding effect of limiting the charterers' control of stowage operations. The 
fact that there are duties cast upon both parties by cl. 8 may militate against a construction 
which make the owners liable for charterers' breach of their own duty. But the effect of cl. 8 
was to confer the primary duty on the owners and in the absence of actual intervention by 
the charterers, as distinct from stevedores employed by them, the owners' liability will not 
be avoided. A limitation of the scope of the liability accepted by the owners through the 
master may be implicit in the word "responsibility" itself. It may be said that if the word is 
to be reasonably construed, its application must be limited to matters within the power of 
the master, and that in the sense in which the word is here used, a master cannot properly 
be said to be responsible" for damage which he cannot avoid by the reasonable exercise" of 
his powers of supervision and control. It seems to me that the scope of such powers, which 

                                                           
5  [1985] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 568 
6  [1985] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 216 



is objectively ascertainable, goes beyond what was regarded by the arbitrators as having 
been within the master's "province". 
 

In relation to MDC, I uphold the interim award for the reasons which the arbitrators gave. 
But in relation to Sete I see no warrant for exonerating the master from "responsibility" for 
the damage caused merely because the stevedores seemed to be competent and the master 
had not yet realised that steel plates should be used as precautionary measure. There was 
no such officious intervention by the charterers themselves as would relieve the owners from 
liability. 

In the result, I adopt Mr. Hunter's arguments for present purposes, although I would wish 
to reserve the question whether in other circumstances a master, and so owners, should be 
held liable for damage directly caused by charterers, which it was not within the owners' 
power to prevent, except by the adoption of unusual precautions. It may be that in such a 
case, as in Ismail v. Polish Ocean Lines, [1976] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 489; [1976] Q.B. 893, 
owners' liability may be avoided by operation of the doctrine of estoppel. The charterers' 
appeal from the interim award will accordingly be allowed, and that of the owners 
dismissed.” 

 

 

(3) The ALEXANDROS P7 

Again, a case of damage to ship.  The key passage by Steyn J is oft-quoted: 
 

“I should, however, make clear that the words "and responsibility" in cl. 8 and the 
transfer of risk comprehended by it, relates to the entire operation of loading, stowing, 
trimming and discharging the cargo. Specifically, it covers not only the mechanical process 
of handling the ship's gear and cargo but also matters of stevedores' negligence in strategic 
planning of loading and discharge of the cargo.” 

 
 

9. Broadly speaking, therefore, there are 3 types of time charter liability regime for claims arising in 

the course of or as a consequence of cargo loading and discharge operations: 

• Unamended NYPE clause 8/unamended Baltime clause 4 

• NYPE clause 8 amended with “and responsibility” (and Baltime equivalent) 

• A cocktail of clauses 

 

                                                           
7  [1986]  1 Lloyd’s Rep 421 

http://www.i-law.com/ipiportal/doc.do?citation_dest=LLR-1976010489


So what’s new? 

10. For a decade or so from the late 1980s to the late 1990s there may have been many cases litigated 

or arbitrated in this area, but none were reported.  One might have supposed that all seemed 

settled, but there has been a relative rash of cases reported over the last 8 years:  

(1) The IMVROS [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 848, Langley J 

Unamended NYPE clause 8; loss of part deck cargo.  Is there, as between owners and time-
charterers, an “overriding responsibility” of the owners for the seaworthiness of the vessel? 

(2) The CLIPPER SAO LUIS [2000] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 645, Steel J 

Amended NYPE clause 8 – see below. 

(3) The FLINTERMAR 

Baltime clause 4 (equivalent to unamended NYPE clause 8) plus a cocktail of clauses – see below 

(4) The ACONCAGUA 

Unamended NYPE clause 8.  The IMVROS again – and expanded. 

Plus two arbitrations reported in LMLN: London Arbitration 5/00 and 24/05. 

11. Jeremy Russell QC will be addressing The IMVROS and The ACONCAGUA, which raise the 

more interesting legal issues.   

The CLIPPER SAO LUIS.   

12. NYPE clause 8 was amended.  There was a fire in cotton bales caused by a stevedore’s cigarette, 

leading to delay claims - for recovery of expenses during the delay period.  The owners submitted 

that the transfer of responsibility was limited by a typed clause – “Charterers are responsible for 

damages to the hull, machinery, equipment caused by stevedores in loading and discharging 

vessel only when such damage is duly substantiated by the master’s prompt notice of claim …”.  

The limit, or dividing line, of transfer was – owners argued – set by whether the conduct of the 

stevedores endangered the cargo or the ship; if the former, the owners were liable; if the latter, 

then the charterers were liable not just for damage to the ship but the delay cost and expenses 

incurred during the delay period. 



This argument was roundly rejected by Steel J: the additional clause was only concerned with 
physical damage to the ship as to which, in fact, there was none.  Owners’ attempt to get round an 
amended clause 8 failed. 

 

The FLINTERMAR 

13. The FLINTERMAR is a multi-purpose cargo vessel with a single, divisible, hold and a hatch 

cover comprising 11 interlocking pontoons.  The central pontoon was a ‘baby’ pontoon whose 

purpose was to strengthen the vessel by remaining in place during cargo operations, but of course 

in certain circumstances it had to be removed.  The ship had a dedicated gantry crane to remove 

the pontoons but sometimes the presence of deck containers made it easier and less time 

consuming to use a shore crane to remove the pontoons, and the owners and time charterers had 

what was described as an ‘accord’ agreeing the use of a shore crane for this operation by 

charterers’ stevedores.  Though it was easy to hook up the large pontoons, the baby pontoon 

could only be lifted with spreaders. 

14. On the 16th September 1995 the Chief Mate was seriously injured when the baby pontoon, on 

which he had been standing, was lifted as the stevedore driving the shore crane unexpectedly and 

negligently raised the spreader, throwing the Chief Mate into the hold.  Cargo operations had 

already been underway, with some containers discharged.  Although no cargo was loaded at this 

port, some blocking containers had been discharged and their reloading had to await the refitting 

of the pontoons. 

15. The owners settled the claim against them by the Chief Mate and claimed an indemnity from 

charterers.  The question, as the Court of Appeal summarised it, was whether the negligent 

stevedore was performing owners’ work at the relevant time in replacing the pontoons and 

whether for that reason the claim failed.  Judge Hallgarten held that he was.  The Court of Appeal 

reversed this decision. 

16. Rix LJ summarised the issues of construction which arose in three questions: 

(i) Who, under the charter, has primary responsibility for hatch handling operations? 

(ii) Who under the charter, absent clause 48, has primary responsibility for cargo 

operations? 

(iii) Does typed clause 48 override the answer to question (ii)? 



17. With regard to (i), Rix LJ held that owners were primarily responsible for hatch handling 

operations but he rejected charterers’ submission that it was impossible for responsibility for such 

operations to shift to charterers.  The AZUERO8 was cited to him.  In that case owners conceded 

that hatch opening on commencing and concluding discharge was at their expense, but they 

claimed the cost of intermediate opening and closing on the ground that it was part of cargo 

operations.  Charterers contended that hatches were closed because owners owed a duty to take 

care of the cargo (e.g., if it rained, they were obliged to close the hatches to protect the cargo9).  

Roskill J formulated this test (which, unsurprisingly, Rix LJ adopted): 

“Is the operation, the cost of which the charterers seek to debit against the owners, 
either part of the cost of discharging the cargo, or so closely associated with the 
operation of discharging the cargo that it can properly, bearing in mind the way in 
which words such as loading and discharging have been construed by the Courts over 
the years, be treated for all practical purposes as part of that discharge so that the cost 
falls upon the charterers?” 

To “cost of” one should, on Rix LJ’s analysis, add “responsibility for”. 

18. The facts of The AZUERO were, plainly, somewhat different and for this reason HHJ Hallgarten 

QC did not find it of much assistance.  Rix LJ applied the case to support his view that 

responsibility for hatch operations may in particular circumstances be transferred to charterers. 

19. With regard to question (ii) above, it was common ground that – subject to the particular cocktail 

of clauses in the FLINTERMAR charter – clause 4 of Baltime places primary responsibility for 

cargo operations on charterers. 

20. How then did Rix LJ apply these principles to the facts?  Unlike the Judge he was particularly 

influenced by The AZUERO and the practical test laid down by Roskill J.  That was the question 

he posed to himself, to which the answer was: 

“Not only did the hatch handling occur within the time and space of the overall cargo 

operation, but it was conducted by the charterers’ stevedores as an integral part of the 

cargo operation, without extra payment or any payment charged to the owners, and all 

pursuant to an accord between the parties.” 

                                                           
8 [1967] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 464, Roskill J 
9 Roskill J would have accepted that on such facts owners would be liable for the hatch operations. 



Comment 

21. Rix LJ stressed that the judgement was “based on the special facts of this case”. and in the light 

of that indication by the Court of Appeal it might be said that the case is in fact of very little 

practical application.  Further examination of the ration indicates that it is, on its face, to be 

restricted to its own facts: 

(1) “the hatch handling occur[red] within the time and space of the overall cargo operation 

… as an integral part of the cargo operation”  

Rix LJ expressly rejected the submission of Counsel for the owners that the fact that the hatch 

handling occurred within the time and space of overall cargo operations was sufficient for owners 

to succeed.  It is difficult to understand why the point then had some force when linked to the 

further points which followed in this sentence.  

(2) “… it was conducted by the charterers’ stevedores’, without extra payment or any 

payment charged to the owners ...” 

So what?  In case after case charterers have appointed and paid for stevedores yet owners have 
been, on the true construction of the charter, found liable for their acts: see the trilogy of cases from 
the 1980s. 

(3) “ … and all pursuant to an accord between the parties.” 

It is therefore plain that this is the crux of the decision.  Charterers’ liability stemmed from the 
special agreement that the shore crane might be used by stevedores to move the pontoons in order to 
save time when the gantry crane was ‘blocked’.  Quite why this made such a crucial difference is 
hard to understand but unless one was involved in the case there is no reason to try to do so. 

 

22. What is, however, of interest is that having rejected the submission that ‘intermediate’ hatch 

operations to facilitate cargo operations were charterers’ responsibility, Rix LJ founded his 

decision on an application of The AZUERO test.  That, at first blush, does represent an extension 

to established principles.  But it is submitted that application of The AZUERO test is unlikely to 

lead to a rash of new cases.  Hatch operations are primarily an owners’ function and it will be rare 

indeed – almost amounting to an officious intervention – for responsibility to shift back to 

charterers.  Similarly, walking a vessel down the quay, or altering mooring arrangements to suit 

cargo operations: these are quintessentially owners’ functions.  Applying The AZUERO test 

should not dilute certainty and should, in the exceptional case, lead to a fair result. 

 



23. Other points of interest: 

(1) It is submitted that Rix LJ was, as a matter of principle, correct to reject the owners’ wider 

submission that hatch operations conducted in the course of and to facilitate cargo 

operations do not fall within the cargo handling responsibility regime: 

(a) Hatch cover operations almost always involve some consideration of ship safety and/or 

care for cargo. 

(b) A functional test is sensible and workable.  Hatch operations are like walking a vessel 

up the berth or ballasting and deballasting or altering moorings to suit cargo 

operations: these are all owners’ functions notwithstanding that they may take place 

during and are an integral and essential part of cargo operations.  The burden of 

responsibility is not shifted when damage results from the crew assisting stevedores in 

carrying out charterers’ functions; nor should it when stevedores assist in carrying out 

owners’ functions. 

Is there a difficulty in characterising and distinguishing between owners’ and 

charterers’ functions?  Though there may be exceptions, the answer – it is submitted - 

is no. 

(c) If one accepted owners’ submission then there would be uncertainty and far more 

scope for debate, with owners seeking to escape liability where stevedores were 

negligent in performing owners’ functions.  For example had the gantry crane been 

used by a stevedore this would on owners’ analysis have been under charterers’ 

responsibility.  That must be wrong. 

(2) There was reference to the potential argument that stevedores, as “servants” of the charterer, 

imposed liability on the charterer independently of Baltime clause 4.  The point was not run 

by owners and Rix LJ agreed with this.  This must be right: it is submitted that it is a basic 

proposition of the cargo handling liability regime that it does not and should not matter by 

whom the stevedores are employed and whose “servants” they might be.  To introduce such 

a consideration can only create uncertainty and further the scope for disputes. 

 

 
 



Conclusions 

24. The boundaries are never completely closed, but the fundamental principles have not changed. 

(1) Amended clause 8 (or equivalent). Usually little difficulty: see trilogy of cases from the 

1980s.  This is a workable ‘single formula’: absent “officious intervention” owners are 

always liable. 

(2) Unamended clause 8.  Potential for debate: supervision = intervention? 

(a) Functional test is workable and exceptions must be very rare. 

(b) Sensible distinctions lead to fair results:  

(i) Who is responsible for how something is to be done and who is responsible for 

doing it? 

(ii) Between the right to supervise and the duty to supervise 

(iii) IMVROS and ACONCAGUA: “to whom is the duty owed” 

(3) There may be more scope for disputes in claims for damage to ship/berth or personal injury 

than pure cargo claims. 

(4) There can never be a single formula which answers all cases but the legal regime, on both 

sides of the Atlantic, achieves a good balance between fairness and certainty. 

SIMON KVERNDAL QC 
 

Quadrant Chambers, London 
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Bad stowage, unseaworthiness and clause 8 of the NYPE charter 
 
 
 
Clause 8 of the NYPE charter: background and the two alternatives 
 
In the absence of express provision to the contrary, at common law the obligation to load, stow, trim 

and discharge the cargo rests on the shipowners. However, either or both of the duties of (a) arranging 

and (b) paying for these operations to be carried out may be transferred by contract to the charterers. 

So too can liability for breach of the duty of care in carrying out these operations, whether or not either 

or both of the duties of arranging and paying for their performance have been so transferred: The 

Filikos [1983]1 Lloyd’s 9 at 11. 

 

Clause 8 of the NYPE form provides (inter alia) that “the Charterers are to load, stow and trim the 

cargo at their expense under the supervision of the Captain.”  (This is frequently amended to read 

“load, stow, trim and discharge the cargo”.) It is well settled that this wording has the effect of 

transferring from the shipowners to the charterers the primary responsibility for both arranging and 

paying for the named operations to be carried out: Court Line v Canadian Transport [1940] AC 934. 

That requires the charterers to stow with due care and imposes on them prima facie liability for 

damage due to improper stowage: see per Lord Porter at page 952. 

 

 However, that case recognised two exceptions to the transfer of responsibility to the charterer, 

namely: 

1) To the extent that the master intervenes in such a way as to limit the charterer’s 

control of the stowage and loss or damage is attributable to that intervention, the 

charterer’s liability will be limited to a corresponding extent: see per Lords Wright 

and Porter at pages 944 & 952 respectively. (An example would be where the master 

insists on a form of stowage different to that required by the charterer and it can be 

shown that damage to the cargo occurred due to the master’s method of stowage, 

which damage would not have occurred if the charterers’ method had been adopted.) 

2) If the loss or damage was caused by want of care in matters pertaining to the ship of 

which the master was (or should have been) aware but the charterers were not. (An 

example would be peculiarities in the stability characteristics of the particular ship.) 

 



If the parties do not want such a transfer of responsibility for loading, stowing etc to take place, it is 

well recognised that this can be achieved by adding the words “and responsibility” after “supervision”. 

The addition of these words has been held to effect a prima facie transfer from the charterers back to 

the owners of the entire operation of loading, stowing, trimming and (where the charter is suitably 

amended) discharging the cargo: see, eg, The Shinjitsu Maru No. 5 [1985] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 568. 

(However, if the charterers intervene in these operations and that intervention causes the relevant loss 

or damage, the charterers will be liable. An example of such intervention, albeit in a voyage charter 

case, can be seen in Ismail v Polish Ocean Lines [1976] I Lloyd’s Rep 489.) 

 

Thus there are two forms of clause 8, each of which produce a well-recognised allocation of the 

responsibility of arranging and paying for the loading, stowage etc of the cargo and the prima facie 

allocation of liability in the event that one or more of those operations results in damage. 

 

Recent attempts to change the settled understanding 

 

There have been two recent attempts to change the settled understanding of the effects of an 

unamended clause 8.  

 

(1) The “Imvros” [1999] 1 Lloyd’s 848. In that case, a timber deck cargo was insufficiently lashed, 

with the result that timber was lost overboard and the vessel sustained damage. The inadequacy of the 

lashing was such as to render the vessel unseaworthy. The owners claimed against the charterers for 

the losses which they had sustained.  

 

The charterers argued that even though they were prima facie liable for bad stowage pursuant to clause 

8, if the stowage was so bad as to render the vessel unseaworthy, there was an absolute obligation of 

seaworthiness on the owners, who were thus under an overriding duty to intervene, to prevent the 

vessel sailing in an unseaworthy condition. As the owners had not intervened, they were in breach of 

charter and thus the authors of their own misfortune. 

 

In that case, clause 24 of the NYPE form (which incorporates the US Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 

into the charter) had been deleted, with the result that the owners’ express obligations as regards 

unseaworthiness were limited. Those obligations were found not to have been broken. Thus the 

charterers’ argument rested on there being an overriding obligation on the owners as regards 

unseaworthiness, in the absence of either a clear exclusion clause or a clause which clearly transferred 



the responsibility for the relevant unseaworthiness to the charterers. The charterers presumably 

(although it is not clear from the report) argued that the NYPE form does not contain such an exclusion 

clause and did argue that clause 8 does not clearly transfer responsibility for the relevant 

unseaworthiness to the charterers.  

 

Langley, J. approached the matter as one of construction of the particular charter and found for the 

owners. His reasoning (in outline) was as follows: 

1) The obligation to load and lash was expressly placed on the charterers by both clause 8 and a 

number of additional clauses, specific to that charter. Those additional clauses referred in terms 

to that obligation extending to the seaworthiness of the vessel. 

2) The references to loading and lashing under the supervision of the captain (clause 8) and to the 

master’s satisfaction (additional clause 87) and to the entire satisfaction of the master 

(additional clause 91) were not expressed as qualifications upon the obligations of the 

charterers, but in the language of a right to be satisfied or to supervise its performance. (In 

other words, there was no duty on the owners to intervene, merely a right to do so.)  “A right to 

intervene does not normally carry with it a liability for failure to do so, let alone relieve the 

actor from his liability.”  

3) It would be a remarkable construction which produced the effect that so long as the loading 

was carried out by the charterers badly enough to put other cargo, but not the vessel, at risk, the 

charterers would be liable and the owners would not, but the moment the loading was so bad as 

to make the vessel unseaworthy, the entire responsibility fell on the owners and the charterers 

were relieved of it.  

 

One might be forgiven for thinking that the result, and the judge’s reasons for it, were both sensible 

and right. However, as will be seen below, several  academics think otherwise.  

 

2)      The “Aconcagua” [2006] 2 Lloyd’s 66.  (aka Compania Sud American Vapores v MS ER 

Hamburg Schiffartsgesellschaft mbH & Co) The Aconcagua (“the vessel”), a 2,226 TEU fully-

cellular container vessel, was chartered on an NYPE form containing the following (among other) 

clauses:  

8.       “..and Charterers are to load, stow, lash, secure, unlash, trim and discharge and tally the cargo 

at their expense under the supervision of the Captain,..” 

24 – incorporated US COGSA into the charter. 



30.   “Provided Master will be informed soonest possible and gets all necessary papers/dangerous 
cargo manifests etc in good time Charterers have the option to load up to a maximum permitted by 
regulations in accordance with certificate of compliance of containerized dangerous I.M.O cargo on 
and under deck provided packed/labelled/loaded/stowed/lashed/secured/discharged according to 
board of trade/I.M.O. regulations and or local regulations, and time lost and expenses for complying 
with port and said regulations, additional safety equipments or other necessary deliveries, etc., if any, 
to be for Charterers account.  Any extra insurance, if any, to be for Charterers account. 
 
72.       Owners shall supply and maintain throughout the currency of this Charterparty all necessary 
restraint/securing devices under and on deck including relevant loose lashing material required to 
stow and secure to Master’s satisfaction up to full capacity of TEU’s.  Such equipment shall be placed 
on board by Owners prior to delivery. 
 
 
94.       Lashing/securing/unlashing/unsecuring of containers to be performed by shore labour to the 
satisfaction of the Master and under the supervision of officers and crew.  Provided local port 
regulations permit and subject to availability of crew, lashing/unlashing/securing/unsecuring may be 
performed by ship’s crew as Charterers servants, subject to Master’s approval, which is  not  to be 
unreasonably withheld....” 
 

Whilst the vessel was on passage off Guayaquil, Equador, she suffered a major explosion and fire.  It 

was common ground between the parties that the explosion originated in a standard freight container 

containing drums of anhydrous calcium hypochlorite which had been loaded at Busan, Korea, in Hold 

no. 3, slot 15-09-06.  The 22 man crew abandoned ship and were fortunately all safely picked up by 

another vessel.   

 

The IMDG Code requires that calcium hypochlorite be stowed “away from” heat. Slot 15-09-06 was 

located on a “step” in the No. 3 starboard forward fuel tank, such that as and when the bunker tank was 

heated for the purpose of transferring HFO to the engine room, the container in that slot would be 

heated on three sides. The bunker tank had been heated for about 10 days when the explosion 

occurred. 

 

The vessel had originally been designed and built for CSAV (the charterers) but during the course of 

her construction she was sold to the present owners and chartered back. As a consequence, the 

charterers had a set of plans of the vessel and were as familiar with her layout as were her owners. 

 

As is common in the container trade, the stowage of the vessel was planned by the charterers’ central 

planners. On arrival at Busan the vessel was provided by the charterers’ local agent with an “overview 

plan” on a single A4 sheet of paper. That plan did not give details of the type and UN number of the 

IMDG cargoes to be loaded, but merely their IMDG Class. (The relevance of this is that the vessel’s 



loading computer had a dangerous goods programme installed, but for it to give alarms, where 

appropriate, either the UN number of the cargo or its “specific name” had to be entered into the 

programme.) 

 

 Armed with the overview plan, the Chief Officer then checked the schedule attached to the vessel’s 

“Certificate of Compliance for the Carriage of Dangerous Goods” to see whether the different classes 

of dangerous cargo could be loaded into the allocated holds.  As a result, a number of changes were 

made to the proposed stowage positions at the request of the Chief Officer.  Shortly before sailing, the 

Chief Officer was given the remaining documentation, including a dangerous goods list, which 

contained the UN numbers of the various IMDG cargoes. 

 

After sailing, the Chief Officer checked the stowage plan using the loading computer. In his statement, 
the Chief Officer said: 
 
  “I have now been shown a copy of the ‘flashcard’ for the calcium hypochlorite which 

advises ‘stow away from heat’.  I cannot now specifically remember if I particularly 
noticed this advice when I printed the ‘flashcard’.  In any event, as far as I am aware, for 
cargo stowed in containers ‘away from’ is satisfied by the container itself and the code 
does not specify a bunker tank as being a source of heat”. 

 
Although the arbitrators accepted the genuineness of the Chief Officer’s belief, they held that he had 

been negligent in failing to appreciate that stowage of the calcium hypochlorite container in slot 15-09-

06 was in breach of the IMDG code, which breach rendered the vessel unseaworthy. 

 

It was the evidence of the central planner that he was aware, when he planned the stowage of the 

calcium hypochlorite container in slot 15-09-06, that it was surrounded on three sides by a bunker 

tank. Thus he, too, knew or ought to have known that to stow the container in that slot was to breach 

the IMDG code. 

 

Before the explosion occurred, the vessel called at 5 further ports at which the calcium hypochlorite 

could have been, but was not, restowed so as to comply with the IMDG code. 

 

 It was the Owners’ case that the cause of the explosion was the inherently unstable and dangerous 

nature of the goods in the container.   It was the Charterers’ case was that the goods were perfectly safe 

as such and that it was the exposure to the heat from the bunker tank which caused the calcium 

hypochlorite to explode.   

 



At the arbitration: 

The Owner’s case in summary
 
 
The Owners said that the Charterers were liable to them for unpaid hire and in respect of the loss and 

damage caused by loading the container of calcium hypochlorite on two main bases, only the first of 

which is relevant for the purposes of this discussion, namely that the Charterers were liable pursuant to 

the implied indemnity against liabilities incurred by an owner as a consequence of complying with a 

charterer’s orders or directions pursuant to clause 8 of the standard NYPE form. 

 

The Charterers’ case in summary 

 

The Charterers disputed liability and advanced a counterclaim for damages and an indemnity in respect 

of cargo claims, claims for recovery of contributions to General Average and/or Salvage on the 

following bases: 

 

(i) The Charterers’ proposed stowage of the container in slot 15-09-06 was submitted to 

the vessel for independent checking, verification and assessment for its compliance 

with the IMDG Code and, in any event, was independently checked, verified and 

assessed and approved as IMDG compliant by the vessel’s Chief Officer. 

 

(ii) The stowage as approved by him was in breach of the IMDG Code; his assessment 

and approval of it as IMDG compliant and his failure to correct the stowage was 

negligent. 

 

(iii) That negligence was the effective cause of the explosion and/or was a novus actus 

interveniens breaking the chain of causation between Charterers’ proposal of the 

stowage position and the explosion. 

 

(iv) No claim for an implied indemnity lies in respect of the consequences of the Owners’ 

own servant’s negligence. 

 

(v) No claim for damages or an indemnity in respect of breach by shipment of dangerous 

goods can arise given that the breach was not a cause of the loss, which was caused 

by the Chief Officer’s negligence. 



 

(vi) The transfer of responsibility for stowage under clause 8 of the NYPE form in 

accordance with the decision of the House of Lords in Canadian Transport Limited v 

Court Line Limited [1940] AC 934 does not render Charterers responsible in the 

present case because: 

 

(a) the Chief Officer’s actions constituted the supervision of the relevant cargo 

operation and the loss is attributable to that supervision; 

 

(b) further or alternatively, the loss is attributable to want of care in matters 

pertaining to the ship of which the Chief Officer was and Charterers were not 

aware; 

 

(c) further or alternatively, the Chief Officer was obliged to intervene  to preserve the 

safety and seaworthiness of the vessel from the improper stowage.  

[It should be noted that this “third exception” was not referred to by any of their 

Lordships in the Canadian Transport case, but was one advanced by the charterers, 

who submitted that it could be derived from the judgments in that case.]  

 

It is instructive to see how the arbitrators dealt with each of the “exceptions” in the light of the facts as 

briefly outlined above and the established law. 

 

•   Exception No. 1 – “exercise of the right of supervision” 

 

What is required to be shown for the exception to apply is “actual supervision” or “intervention” by 

the ship in a way which limits the charterer’s rights of control of the stowage.  The Charterers relied 

(inter alia) upon the passage in the speech of Lord Wright in Court Line where he referred to the 

arbitration award in that case and the fact that the arbitrator had “expressly found there was no 

evidence of the extent, if any, to which there was supervision by the Captain or of protest or approval 

by him in respect of stowage.”   

On the facts of this case, the Charterers submitted that there was actual supervision of the stowage by 

the Chief Officer in that by considering the overview plan he took it upon himself to control the 

Charterers’ proposed stowage positions and to approve them as his own stowage positions for the 

dangerous goods.  The Charterers’ responsibility for the ensuing stowage position was “limited in the 



corresponding degree”.  They said that if the Owners chose to control that choice of the stowage 

position and to vet it and to approve it for themselves, they could not then turn round and blame the 

Charterers for the initial proposal of that position.  Effectively, it was said, the Owners were estopped 

by what they had done from complaining about what the Charterers had done.  Here the control was 

total, whether the Owners ultimately approved or rejected the Charterers’ proposal. 

 

The Owners’ response to this argument was that the logical effect of this part of the Charterers’ case 

was startling. If correct, then any chief officer on any ship chartered pursuant to an NYPE form with 

clause 8 unamended would, by the simple fact of reviewing the stowage proposed by the charterers, be 

assuming on behalf of his owners full legal responsibility for the stowage (good or bad) of all cargo on 

board his ship.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, it appeared to be common ground between the experts that a 

prudent chief officer should, as a matter of course, review the stowage proposed by a charterer.  Thus, 

in all cases where a ship has been chartered on a NYPE form, the owners will be assumed to have 

taken responsibility for the stowage of all cargoes, regardless of whether clause 8 is amended or 

unamended.  The arbitrators agreed with the Owners that that is not the effect of the unamended clause 

8 and that it is precisely to achieve the result contended for by the Charterers that the words “and 

responsibility” are added, if that is the result the parties wish to achieve. 

 

As the Owners pointed out, if the Charterers’ argument was correct, the only way any Owner could 

avoid assuming responsibility would be if their vessel’s Chief Officer or Master simply turned a blind 

eye and refused to review the proposed stowage plan altogether (a course of action which elsewhere 

the Charterers characterised as being “grossly negligent”).  Thus, as a matter of law, the mere fact of 

reviewing the stowage plan and requesting a change, which request would be assessed by the central 

planner in the light of the cargoes to be loaded further along the route, did not in any way limit the 

Charterers’ right to control the stowage.  The central planner would then propose an alternative stow 

for the Chief Officer’s consideration. The mere fact of reviewing the stow and requesting an 

alternative does not operate in a way that limits the Charterers’ control.  In essence, there is a 

“shuttlecock” exchange, with the ultimate decision being taken by the central planner – in effect, as 

Counsel for the Owners put it, “the Owners propose, the Charterers dispose”.  Accordingly, Exception 

1 did not apply. 

 

• Exception No. 2 – “want of care in matters pertaining to the ship” 

 



The Charterers’ case here was that there was nothing wrong with the stowage position of 15-09-06 if 

the bunkers were not going to be heated on the relevant leg of the round liner voyage on which the 

container was to be carried.  Whilst it was true (they said) that they knew from the ship’s plan that 

there was a side deep bunker tank, that was all they knew.  Matters such as the day-to-day distribution 

of bunkers between tanks, the operational schedules of usage and heating in bunkers were matters 

which were unknown to them and were solely within the province and knowledge of the ship.  They 

said that information such as this, which bore directly on whether 15-09-06 would become next to a 

heat source, was a “matter pertaining to the ship, of which the Master was (or should have been) 

aware, but the Charterers were not”.   

 

The Owners response was that this was an overly simplistic view, given the facts of the case.  They 

submitted that it was the Charterers’ obligation pursuant to clauses 8 and 30 of the charterparty to 

produce an IMDG compliant stow.  The central planner had all the information necessary to do this – 

in particular, he knew where the bunker tanks were.  The fact that he did not know whether (and if so 

when) that tank was to be heated was irrelevant:  all he had to do was to choose a location that was 

IMDG compliant.  In fact, he was well aware that the container was next to a bunker tank and on that 

basis (the Owners submitted) he had a duty to correct the non-compliance by planning a re-stow. 

 

The arbitrators agreed with the Owners’ approach and found that there was no relevant matter of which 

the ship was aware but of which the central planner was not, which prevented him from producing a 

safe and IMDG compliant stow of the container.  

 

Accordingly, neither of the first two exceptions, as suggested in the Canadian Transport case, applied 

on the facts of this case.  

 

•   Exception No. 3 – “duty to intervene to avoid unseaworthiness” 

 

There was an issue between the parties as to whether such a duty exists.  It was the Charterers’ case 

that there is an exception to the transfer of responsibility for bad stowage to the Charterers where the 

bad stowage renders the vessel unseaworthy because, in that event, the ship is obliged to take steps to 

correct matters or prevent/avoid that unseaworthiness and, if it does not do so and the vessel is 

unseaworthy and loss occurs as a result, then the Owners cannot recover under the clause 8 transfer.  

Thus, if the cause of the explosion was the heating and not the calcium hypochlorite exploding on its 



own, then plainly the stowage of the calcium hypochlorite next to a heat source rendered the vessel 

unseaworthy because the vessel was endangered by that stowage. 

 

The owners’ case relied heavily upon the reasoning of Langley, J in The “Imvros”.

 

The Charterers sought to distinguish The “Imvros” on the basis that the charterparty under 

consideration in that case imposed only very limited obligations on the Owners as to the seaworthiness 

of the vessel.  The Hague Rules obligation of due diligence to make the vessel seaworthy in all 

respects had been expressly deleted and, accordingly, the result of the charterers’ argument in that case 

was that the owners would be under a wider seaworthiness obligation than the charter actually 

provided for.  They submitted that it was trite law that the due diligence obligation to make a vessel 

seaworthy under the Hague Rules extends to the avoidance of bad stowage which endangers the ship 

(and in this context they relied on The “Kapitan Sakharov” [2000] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 255, a Court of 

Appeal case decided after The “Imvros”).  They submitted that, even where a charterer is in breach of 

his duty not to ship dangerous goods under Article IV Rule 6, the owner must still establish that he has 

exercised due diligence to avoid unseaworthiness through bad stowage and if he cannot, and the failure 

to exercise due diligence is an effective cause of the loss, he cannot recover. 

 

Accordingly, submitted the Charterers, the Chief Officer had a duty to intervene to correct the stowage 

where that stowage endangered the ship and thereby rendered it unseaworthy and, if he did not, then 

the Owners were liable for any loss.   

 

They submitted that if The “Imvros”  was applicable, it should not be followed, on the basis that it was 

difficult to reconcile with the later decision in The “Kapitan Sakharov” and that it was at odds with a 

proper reading of the Canadian Transport case as interpreted by Steyn J. (as he then was) in The 

“Panaghia Tinnou”.  Otherwise, it would lead to the unacceptable result that a vessel can actively 

permit or court unseaworthiness due to bad stowage, simply because the charterers are stowing the 

vessel under clause 8. 

 

The arbitrators concluded that: 

a) The “Kapitan Sakharov” was distinguishable on its facts. 

 

b) Steyn J. in The “Panaghia Tinnou” did not in fact say in unequivocal terms that such a duty 

exists.  He noted that the contract did not impose such a duty and said that it was noteworthy 



that the speeches in the Canadian Transport case refer to the master’s right to supervise.  At 

most, the Learned Judge was saying that there might be circumstances in which such a duty 

might arise.  That, the arbitrators concluded, was not a basis upon which they could justify a 

decision not to follow what would otherwise be binding precedent, namely the decision in 

The “Imvros”.   

 

Accordingly, they followed The “Imvros” and found for the owners. 

 

The Charterers sought and obtained leave to appeal on (inter alia) the following question: 

         What was the proper interpretation of clause 8 of the NYPE charter, which placed responsibility 

for stowage on the charterers, in the light of the incorporation of the Hague-Visby rules? In 

other words, if the stowage was done in such a way as to to render the vessel unseaworthy, were 

the owners or charterers responsible for the losses? 

 

When the matter came on before Morison, J, the arguments were (very much in outline) as follows: 

 

For the Charterers 

 

The “Imvros” turned on a pure question of construction.  Unlike the present case, in that case there was 

no clause paramount, placing the Owners under the seaworthiness regime contained in the Hague or 

Hague/Visby Rules and their USA equivalent.  To the extent that the arbitrators relied on that decision 

they were wrong to do so, as it should have been distinguished.   The parties to that charterparty had 

deleted the clause paramount option in the form.   Although there were express seaworthiness 

obligations “they are in limited terms” [per Langley J. at page 851, column 1].   That case was rightly 

decided “but that decision had and has no bearing on how to construe the present charterparty.   The 

arbitrators wrongly treated the case as laying down a rule for all cases, irrespective of any charter 

terms”. 

 

Incorporation of the Hague Rules [which by Article V do not apply to charterparties unless the parties 

agree to their incorporation] requires the contract into which they have been incorporated to be read as 

though the Rules formed an integral part of the express terms, including Article III rule 8, which 

provides that  

 



“Any clause, covenant or agreement in a contract of carriage relieving the carrier or the ship 

from liability for loss or damage to or in connection with goods arising from negligence, fault 

or failure in the duties and obligations provided in this Article or lessening such liability 

otherwise than is provided in these Rules shall be null and void and of no effect.”  

 

Therefore there were three questions 

 

(1)        Absent any contrary provision in the charterparty, would Article III rule1 [the 

seaworthiness obligation, subject to due diligence] require the Owner to correct bad 

stowage so as to render the vessel seaworthy at the beginning of each voyage? 

 

(2)        If yes, as a matter of construction of the charterparty as a whole, including Article III 

rule1, have the parties transferred that part of the operation to the charterers or, in other 

words, have the Owners been relieved of liability for the stowage which rendered the 

vessel unseaworthy? 

 

(3) If yes, is such conclusion permissible having regard to Article III rule 8? 

 

As to question (1): Article III rule1 places a duty on a shipowner which is not delegable: Riverstone 

Meat Company Pty Ltd v Lancashire Shipping Co. Ltd [1961] AC page 807 at page 871, per Lord 

Keith. 

 

Whilst an owner may divest himself of the task of making his vessel seaworthy, he cannot divest 

himself of the consequences of operating an unseaworthy vessel. 

 

As to question (2), there is either a conflict between the seaworthiness obligation and clause 8 of the 

charterparty or there is not.   Neither clause 8 nor clause 30 deals with unseaworthiness and the clauses 

can be read harmoniously together.   Clause 8 is silent about unseaworthiness; clause 30 contains 

nothing to suggest that the problem of unseaworthiness has been transferred from owner to charterer.   

Thus clause 8 and Article III rule 1 can be read harmoniously together.   Alternatively, if there is a 

conflict, then Article III rule1 prevails.   The clauses in the charterparty must yield to it.   Clause 24 

makes the provisions of the Hague Rules “paramount” and Article III rule 8 reinforces the point.   It 

would need very clear terms to exclude or qualify responsibility for seaworthiness.    

 



As to question (3), if clause 8 was an attempt to shift responsibility for unseaworthiness arising from 

stowage onto the charterers, that was prohibited by Article III rule 8. 

 

Contrary to the views of the arbitrators, the result contended for was not either ‘bizarre’ or 

uncommercial.   In particular, the majority of the House of Lords in the Canadian Transport case 

“arguably contemplated” that the transfer of responsibility for stowage to charterers would not extend 

to absolve the owner of his responsibility for the vessel being seaworthy.   

 

The Charterers further submitted that the Owners had failed to make a convincing argument that where 

they have delegated responsibility for loading they are somehow or other excused from their duties 

under Article III rule1 to ensure that at all times the vessel is in a seaworthy condition, whether before, 

during or after loading. 

 

The Charterers alternative case was that The “Imvros” was wrongly decided and that there remains on 

the Owner a responsibility for stowage such that he is obliged to intervene where it impacts upon the 

seaworthiness of the vessel.   There is nothing in the contractual provisions which represent a clear and 

effective transfer of the Owner’s common law responsibilities to take responsibility for stowage.   Part 

of the responsibility was transferred; but not that part which related to seaworthiness.   As Lord Atkin 

put it in the Canadian Transport case the master “has in any event to protect his ship from being made 

unseaworthy.”  

 
 
For the Owners 
 
It is important to keep in mind the particular relationship with which the Court is concerned, namely 

the contractual allocation of responsibility for stowage as between Owners and Charterers.   Thus the 

question is not whether the owners were under a duty to intervene in the loading process, but whether 

they owed that duty to the charterers. The fact that the Owners may have responsibilities to their crew 

or to holders of bills of lading arising from unseaworthiness due to bad stowage is irrelevant to the 

contractual allocation of responsibility: see Lord Wright in the Canadian Transport case.   “It must 

follow that they not only relieve the ship of the duty of loading and stowing, but as between themselves 

and the shipowners relieve them of liability for bad stowage, except as qualified by the words “under 

the supervision of the captain”, which I shall discuss later”.   The owners are relieved of the liability 

not just in a dispute between themselves and the charterers but also because they would be entitled to 



an indemnity from the charterers if sued by a third party because of the way the cargo had been 

loaded.    

 

When construed as a whole, the terms of the contract place the entire responsibility for the planning 

and execution of the loading, stowing, lashing, securing, unlashing and discharging of all cargo on 

board the vessel squarely on the Charterers.   Thus, for example, if charterers wish to load a dangerous 

cargo it is they who are required to comply with all relevant regulations, including the IMDG Code.   

The argument advanced by the Charterers that if charterers breach their contractual obligations so 

badly that they cause the vessel to become unseaworthy this then becomes the responsibility of the 

Owners, is absurd and commercially unreasonable. 

 

In practical terms, it is not necessarily an easy question to decide whether or not the quality of the 

stowage or lashings is such as to render the vessel unseaworthy.   When is the line between the two 

crossed?   If the Charterers’ arguments are right, the only way in which owners could be safe is if they 

took on responsibility for the loading of their vessel, which would have the effect that their 

contractually agreed allocation of responsibility would be meaningless.   Clause 8 is in its unamended 

form.   There is a simple way in which the Charterers could have the result for which they contend, 

namely the addition of the words “and responsibility” after the word “supervision”.   This is a well 

recognised formula and there must be a distinction in law between a charterparty which contains those 

words and one which does not.  

 

On a proper interpretation of the contract, the responsibility for unseaworthiness due to bad stowage 

was transferred to the Charterers and does not fall within the scope of Article III rule1.   As Lord 

Devlin put it in Pyrene v Scindia [1954] 2 QB 402 (as subsequently approved in Renton v Palmyra 

[1957] AC 149) at page 416 “the operation of the rules is determined by the limits of the contract of 

carriage by sea and not by any limits of time” and again at page 418: 

 

“Their object … is to define not the scope of the contract service but the terms on which that 

service is to be performed.   The extent to which the carrier has to undertake the loading of the 

vessel may depend not only upon different systems of law but upon the custom and practice of 

the port and the nature of the cargo.   It is difficult to believe that the rules were intended to 

impose a universal rigidity in this respect, or to deny freedom of contract to the carrier.   The 

carrier is practically bound to play some part in the loading and discharging, so that both 

operations are naturally included in those covered by the contract of carriage.  But I see no 



reason why the Rules should not leave the parties free to determine by their own contract the 

part which each has to play.   On this view the whole contract of carriage is subject to the 

Rules, but the extent to which loading and discharging are brought within the carrier’s 

obligations is left to the parties themselves to decide.” 

 

Thus Article III rule1 applies a non-delegable duty only to those functions or obligations in respect of 

loading and stowing which the shipowner has contracted to perform.    

 

In The “Strathnewton” [1983] 1 Lloyd’s Law Reports 219, at page 222, Kerr, LJ discussed the 

relationship between clause 8, in its unamended form and the Hague Rules.   He pointed out that clause 

8 was capable of causing difficulties; for example the words “under the supervision of the captain” 

may raise issues as to the extent to which the captain did or “was bound or was able to exercise a 

controlling supervision”.   He continued 

 

“Under the Hague Rules, on the other hand the position is more straightforward, since Article 

III.2 simply provides: 

“The carrier shall properly and carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for, and 

discharge the goods carried.” 

 

However, the incorporation of the Hague Rules in to the Charter by a clause paramount does 

not solve the problems of clause 8 because it is settled law that even when the rules are 

obligatorily applicable – as they generally are in relation to bills of lading – they do not 

preclude the parties from agreeing that some of the functions  mentioned  in Article III.2 are to 

be transferred to the shipper or receiver of the cargo and that the carrier will in that event not 

be responsible for their proper performance.   [Pyrene and Renton were cited]  

To that extent, Article III.8 of the Hague Rules presents no impediment.   A fortiori, such a 

transfer of responsibility, may by agreement be cast on the charterers under a charterparty, 

since this will only incorporate the Hague Rules by agreement and not by operation of law.   It 

follows that the incorporation of the Hague Rules does not solve the difficulties of clause 8.   

Indeed, their incorporation may well add to the difficulties since the interaction of the Hague 

Rules with clause 8 may cause additional problems of construction, and also, in the allocation 

of responsibility for loss of or damage to cargo when there are disputes as to why, how, when 

or where such loss or damage occurred.” 

 



The Charterers’ contention that clause 8 would be inconsistent with Article III rule 8 if it relieved the 

Owners of their seaworthiness obligations arising from the loading process, was wrong.   Logically, 

that argument would lead to the same conclusion in relation to the Inter-Club Agreement, which by 

clause 54 was also incorporated into the charter.   The Inter-Club Agreement clearly has the effect of 

relieving the carrier from liability for loss of or damage to cargo; yet to the question “What connection 

can the parties have intended between a settlement under the Inter-Club Agreement and the Hague 

Rules in relation to such settlement, the Answer is “None”: see The “Strathnewton” at page 225.   It is 

a matter of interpretation and the clear intention of both clauses 8 and 54 is that they stand on their 

own and are unaffected by the provisions of the Hague Rules. 

 

Reference was made to a number of US cases, where it has been held that the charterers are 

responsible for bad stowage resulting in unseaworthiness, even though the Hague Rules have been 

incorporated. 

 

Morison, J found in favour of the owners. His reasoning (in outline) was as follows: 

a) As submitted by the owners, the question was whether the owners owed the charterers a duty to 

intervene in the loading process. There was no authority to support the charterers’ submission 

that they did.  

(i) The Canadian Transport case, properly analysed, did not do so. (If anything, it 

supported the owners’ case.) 

(ii) The “Kapitan Sakharov” was distinguishable. 

(iii) The “Panaghia Tinnou” did not so. 

 

b) The charterers’ submissions were contrary to authority, namely The “Imvros”, which was not 

distinguishable and was correctly decided. 

 

c) All other things being equal, it would be appropriate that the English courts should construe the 

same contract [which is widely used internationally] in the same way as the US courts.   (The 

judge regarded the decisions in the three cases to which he had been referred as compelling.)    

 

 

Are the two decisions justifiable? 

 



These recent attempts to unsettle the previously settled understanding having failed, the question arises 

whether these two decisions were correct. Several academics think not. In particular, Professor 

Baughen has criticised both decisions: 

 

As regards The “Imvros” Professor Baughen has written an article criticising Langley, J’s judgment: 

see “Problems with deck cargo” in [2000] LMCLQ 296. It is part of his thesis that the decision of the 

House of Lords in Canadian Transport (supra) clearly shows that under an unamended clause 8, the 

master remains under a residual duty to ensure that the stowage effected by the charterers does not 

imperil the safety of the vessel and her crew. In The “Aconcagua” Morison, J adopted counsel for the 

shipowners’ arguments as regards this article and commented as follows: 

“In my view, the author asserts, without any basis for it, that “even where clause 8 is unamended 

the Master still remains responsible to ensure that the stowage of his vessel will not imperil its 

safety.”   He has, with respect, fallen into the same trap as [the charterers].   The question is 

whether as between Owner and Charterer under a contract such as this one, the Owner has any 

responsibility in law to the Charterer for damages consequent on improper stowage, even if it 

renders the vessel unseaworthy.   The bare assertion, that  the “master still remains 

responsible”, begs the questions: “responsible to whom”?  And why?  And, to be convincing, 

he needed to deal with the remarkable and absurd consequence of distinguishing between 

improper stowage which does and improper stowage which does not render the vessel 

unseaworthy.   Finally, I am not sure how he arrives at his conclusion in the light of the 

[Canadian Transport] decision.”  

 

As regards The “Aconcagua” Professor Baughen has written an article criticising Morison, J’s 

judgment: see “Bad Stowage or Unseaworthiness?” in [2007] LMCLQ 1. He there: 

(a) Draws a distinction between bad stowage which renders the vessel uncargoworthy 

and that which imperils the safety of the vessel itself. Only the former (he contends) 

is bad stowage for the purposes of clause 8, thus if the stowage is so bad as to imperil 

the safety of the vessel itself, clause 8 is not engaged, as the cause of the damage is 

unseaworthiness, not bad stowage. (He comments: “Where the lives of the crew are 

at stake, it is simply not good enough for the shipowner to lie back and think of his 

indemnity  in allowing the vessel to sail with a stow which imperils its safety on the 

voyage”.) 

 



(b) Complains that Morison, J focussed entirely on the correct interpretation of clause 8 

and said nothing about its relationship with the obligations imposed on the shipowner 

by Article III rule 1. 

 

(c) Concludes that as a matter of causation, there are two separate causes – the 

charterers’ failure to stow properly and the shipowners’ failure to exercise due 

diligence to make the vessel seaworthy by sailing with an unsafe stow. He states that 

“it is difficult to see how the former breach can be the cause of the loss when the 

latter breach is the later in time”. 

 

Interestingly, he does not consider any of the US cases, whose reasoning the judge had found to be 

compelling. 

 

As I hope appears clearly below, it is my opinion that Professor Baughen’s criticisms are once again 

wide of the mark. 

 

Can these two decisions be justified? In my opinion they can, both on practical and legal grounds. 

 

Practical 

1) The “flyer” for this event asks “Does the ‘rule’ that clause 8 of the NYPE allocates 

responsibility to the charterers, unless the vessel ‘officiously intervenes’ or there are matters 

known only to the vessel, fit the practical realities of loading and stowing cargo? In my 

opinion, the answer to that question is “yes”, although how emphatic that “yes” maybe will 

perhaps turn on the nature of the trade in which the vessel is engaged: 

 

In the case of a container vessel chartered in to operate on the charterers’ liner service, the 

reality of the modern day trade is that the vessel has little input to the planning of the stow 

and the chief officer may not get the information necessary for him properly to check that 

stow until literally minutes before the vessel is due to sail. Charterers of such vessels would 

be unhappy (to put it no higher) if the vessel then refused to sail until a full check of the 

stow had been conducted. (In the Aconcagua, even the charterers’ expert, an experienced 

container ship master, said that stow plans were normally checked after the vessel had 

sailed and if something was found to be wrong with the stow, that would be corrected at the 

next port - the vessel would not turn back, even if she was only hours out of her load port 



and days or even weeks from her next port.) In such circumstances, clause 8 and its two 

recognised exceptions can be seen to work substantial justice between the parties. 

 

On the other hand, in the case of a bulk carrier loading a uniform bulk cargo, those on 

board the ship are in as good, if not better, position than those ashore to prepare and 

implement a safe stowage plan. In such circumstances, the justice of the allocation of 

responsibility pursuant to clause 8 is perhaps less obvious. 

 

2)  As stated in Duferco S.A. v Ocean Wide shipping Corp (2000) 210 F. Supp 2d 256, a vessel’s 

master cannot be held to be an expert in the stowage of every conceivable type of cargo. Combine that 

with the fact that it is frequently difficult in practice to determine when “mere” bad stowage becomes 

so bad as to render the vessel unseaworthy and the result is that the only way in which a shipowner 

could be safe would be to take on responsibility for the loading of his vessel, which would have the 

effect of draining the relevant part of clause 8 of any meaning. If that is the result which the charterers 

wish to achieve, they can bargain for it by seeking at the negotiation stage to have clause 8 amended 

by the addition of the words “and responsibility” in the appropriate place. 

 

3)  As noted above, one of Professor Baughen’s criticisms of the decision in the Aconcagua is that it 

will somehow cause shipowners to lie back and think of their indemnity, rather than making their 

vessel seaworthy. This is in my opinion wholly unrealistic, for several reasons: 

 

                  (i)     He has again fallen into the trap identified by Morison, J, of not focussing on the 

relevant legal relationship. Despite these two decisions, the shipowner whose vessel 

goes to sea in an unseaworthy state is still liable to bill of lading holders, 

crewmembers and possibly stevedores at the final or intermediate ports who suffer 

damage or injury as a consequence of the unseaworthiness. No sensible shipowner 

courts litigation on the basis that he has a claim over against the charterer. Thus these 

decisions are unlikely to cause a shipowner to take a more relaxed attitude to safety. 

 

(ii) The person from the shipowners’ side who is usually involved with the safe loading 

and stowing of cargo is the chief officer. As he will be sailing with the vessel, he is 

unlikely (in the interests of self-preservation) to cease to pay proper attention to the 

loading and stowing of cargo just because his owner will have a claim over against 

the charterer! 



 

(iii) He fails to make any comment on the commercially absurd result that if the charterer 

stows badly, he is liable, but if he stows so badly as to render the vessel unseaworthy, 

the shipowner becomes liable.  

 

 

Legal 

 

Both cases can be justified by reference to the specific terms of their respective charters; The “Imvros” 

charter made it clear that the charterers’ responsibility for stowage extended to matters of 

seaworthiness, whilst clause 30 of the “Aconcagua” charter granted permission to the charterers to 

load dangerous goods on condition that they (not the owners) produced an IMDG compliant stow. The 

question is, can they be justified on broader grounds? It is my opinion they can: 

 

1) As is clear from the decision in The “Strathnewton” (supra) it is possible by agreement in a 

charter to apportion liability for (eg) cargo damage in a way different from that contemplated 

by the Hague Rules, even though those rules are incorporated into the charter in question. 

Indeed, Professor Baughen accepts that it is open to a shipowner “to dilute the obligations 

imposed .. by Art III r 1” by a sufficiently clearly worded exceptions clause. However, he 

obviously believes that clause 8 is insufficiently clear to achieve that result, because he 

complains that Morison, J said nothing about the relationship of clause 8 with Article III rule 1. 

To be fair, Professor Baughen did not have access to the full arguments which had been 

addressed to the court when he wrote that. However, it is my opinion that when the judgment 

of Morison, J is read in the light of those arguments, it is reasonable to conclude that his view 

was that the effect of clause 8 was to transfer from the owners to the charterers the whole 

responsibility for loading and stowing etc, even to the extent of making the charterer liable for 

vessel’s seaworthiness, where that had been caused by bad stowage. 

 

2) As long ago as 1774 it was said that “In all mercantile transactions the great object should be 

certainty: and therefore, it is of more consequence that a rule should be certain, than whether 

the rule is established one way or the other. Because speculators in trade then know what 

ground to go upon”: per Lord Mansfield in Vallejo v Wheeler (1774) 1 Cowper 143. That 

principle has been upheld by the highest courts on many occasions, most recently by the House 

of Lords in The “Jordan II” [2005] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 57 at pp 62-63, per Lord Steyn. Thus even if 



it could be said that, looked at in isolation, clause 8 was not sufficiently clearly worded to 

transfer the whole responsibility for loading, stowing etc from owners to charterers, 

nevertheless that has been understood to be the position for sufficiently long that it would not 

now be right to come to a different conclusion.  

[By way of example: As noted earlier in this paper, there are two well known versions of clause 

8 – the unamended version, which imposes the obligations as regards loading, stowing etc on 

the charterer, and the amended version which imposes those obligations on the shipowner. An 

owner who has contracted on the terms of an unamended clause 8 may have arranged his 

insurance protection on the basis that he has no (or limited) liability for damage caused by 

improper loading, stowing etc of the cargo. Similarly, an owner who has contracted for an 

unamended clause 8 may (depending on the state of the market) have agreed a lower freight 

than he would otherwise have done if he knew he was to be responsible for damage caused by 

improper loading, stowing etc. It is not just that a person who has contracted on the basis of a 

long established and well recognised formula and made his commercial arrangements 

accordingly should suddenly find that the formula no longer works.] 

 

3) The shipowners’ duty to exercise due diligence to make the vessel seaworthy has been said to 

be non-delegable, in the sense that if he delegates responsibility for that task to another, he 

remains responsible for the (non-)performance of his delegate: Riverstone Meat Company Pty 

Ltd v Lancashire Shipping Co. Ltd [1961] AC page 807 at page 871, per Lord Keith. Pursuant 

to clause 8, the shipowner delegates the task of loading and stowing his vessel in a proper (ie 

seaworthy) fashion to the charterers. If the charterer so loads and stows the vessel as to render 

it unseaworthy, that delegation is not effective to protect the shipowner from claims by third 

parties, such as bill of lading holders or injured stevedores or crew. But it would be odd to 

conclude (as Professor Baughen does in his second article) that, as between the shipowners and 

the charterers, the cause of the loss was the owners’ failure to exercise due diligence to make 

the vessel seaworthy rather than the charterers’ failure properly to load and stow the vessel.  

 

Test it this way: can it really be said that in the Riverstone Meat case, the owners would have 

had no right to recover from the ship repairers who had negligently failed properly to tighten up 

the storm valve covers, thus permitting water to enter the holds and cause damage? The answer 

must be no (subject to any exclusion clauses in the contract between shipowner and repairer) – 

the shipowners must have had the right to recover from their delegate, whose failure to do the 

job properly had caused the shipowners to suffer loss. So in the case of clause 8, the shipowner 



must be able to recover from the charterer, to whom the task of loading and stowing the cargo 

properly has been delegated and whose failure (ex hypothesi) properly so to do causes the 

shipowner loss. 

            (As Greer, J said in Brys & Gylsen Ltd v Drysdale & Co (1920) 4 Ll. L Rep 24 at p 25 “It 

would be an odd state of things if one were to hold that a shipowner who has no contract 

whatever with the stevedore, and who cannot say to the stevedore: You have broken your 

contract with me, and therefore I will not have you any longer in my vessel; and who has no 

control over what is paid to the stevedore, should be responsible for the failure of the stevedore 

to do his duty.) 

 

4.) The decisions can also be justified on the ground of international uniformity. (See, eg, The 

“River Gurara” [1998] 1 Lloyd’s rep 225 at p 228 per Philips, LJ, as he then was.) The standard 

wording of the NYPE form provides for jurisdiction in New York or London. It similarly 

provides for the governing law to be American or English. The American position accords with 

the approach taken by Langley, J and Morison, J: see, eg, Nichimen Company Inc v M V 

“Farland” 462 F 2d 319; Fernandez v Chios Shipping Co Ltd 458 F Supp 821; Duferco S.A. v 

Ocean Wide shipping Corp (2000) 210 F. Supp 2d 256.  It would be unfortunate if the outcome 

of any given case turned upon whether the parties had chosen London or New York as the 

place of arbitration. 

 

                                                                                        Jeremy Russell QC 
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